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Bowling 'Green State University

OCSEA, administration face misconduct charges
by Miry Dannemiller
• tail reporter

In the wake of their defeat in the Sept.
18 election ir which University
classified
employees chose no
representation instead of a collective
bargaining agent, the Ohio Association
of Public School Employees (OAPSE)
has filed a complaint against the
University administration and the Ohio
Civil Service Employees Association
(OCSEA) for improper conduct prior to
the election.
The objections, filed with the
American Arbitration Association
(AAA) last Friday, assert that prior to
and during the run-off election, the
University administration:
-made false and misleading

representations as to mandatory dues
"which effectively destroyed the atmosphere in which a fair election could
be conducted;"
-permitted OCSEA and its agents to
interfere in the run-off regulations,
contrary to the rules and regulations of
the election agreement and the
"principles of fairness and freedom of
choice;"
-"did intimidate, coerce and interfere with the rights of the employees
to exercise their freedom of choice" by
forcing employees to vote, telling them
they only could vote for no representation and that if they voted for OAPSE
representation, they would lose existing
andor future benefits, including
existing insurance benefits;
-engaged in electioneering and

caused others to do the same;
-made promises of promotion,
benefits and other gratuities to reward
members of the bargaining unit who
gave support to the administration in
the election.
IN ADDITION to the charges raised
against the behavior of University
administration, the complaint also
states that OCSEA interfered with the
conduct of the election, provided its
members with benefits and rewards in
return for supporting the administration in the election and entered
into an understanding with the administration concerning future benefits
and privileges to be exchanged for
voting no representation.
The Sept. 18 run-off election, in which

the option of representation by OAPSE
or no representation was offered,
stemmed from the first collective
bargaining election by classified employees held Sept. 6.
Following the first election, which
included the choice of OCSEA
representation, it was determined by
the AAA that a run-off election would be
held between the two options that
received the most votes, OAPSE and no
representation.
Results of the run-off election
revealed that of the 685 total valid
ballots, 371 persons voted for no
representation and 314 for representation by OAPSE.
IN A LETTER sent to University
classified employees Sept. 19, Donald

W. Turko, OAPSE Area Field Director,
wrote that the association would abide
by the wishes of the staff because the
"majority has spoken."
"There will be no 'sour grapes' on
OAPSE's part," it added. Two days
later, the objections to the election were
filed.
Turko said that the decision to file the
complaint was made after employees
began calling OAPSE representatives
revealing practices by OCSEA and the
University before and during the
election.
Turko said that the decision to file the
complaint was made after many employees contacted OAPSE representatives and revealed election practices
by OCSEA and the University before
and during the election which were "too
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The promotion of the two
University professors and the
creation of a new office was
announced Monday by Provost
Michael R. Ferrari at the
University's annual meeting for
faculty and staff.
Ronald Marso, previously the
vice dean in the College of
Education and director of offcampus programs, will take over
the position of vice provost of
continuing education, regional
and summer progarams.
According to Ferrari, the
position resulted from a consolidation of several campus
offices into one organizational
unit. The consolidation will
' 'achieve a greater degree of
assistance to all prospective
students," he explained.
Marso's efforts will be directed
toward the areas of continuing
education, evening programs,
workshops, and off-campus and
summer programs, Ferrari said.
Ferrari also announced that
newly created office of institutional studies will be
directed by James Litwin.
Litwin, who had been serving
as director and senior research
associate of the University's
Division of General Studies, will
be 'enlarging his role to encompass the entire University,"
Ferrari said.

WASHINGTON-The presence
of Soviet troops in Cuba may
delay the Salt II treaty's introduction to the Senate. Page IS.
COLL'MBUS-State lawmakers
may have dropped a bombshell in
the laps of county auditors by
approving an additional real
estate tax break to take effect
this year. Page IS.
CLEVELAND-Former
President Gerald R. Ford advocates accelerated development
of the MX missile, a new
strategic bomber and the Trident
submarine. Page IS.
WASHINGTON-House
members voted yesterday to give
themselves a raise that will increase their salaries to more than
»60,000 a year. Page IS.

inside
NEW COLUMN-Answers to
questions you might never have
the nerve to ask can be found in a
column beginning today in the
News. Page 11.
NEWS-A new policy has been
implemented for '''instruction in
residence hall rooms Page 7.

. weather
CIEAR-High 73 F(22C),
low 45 F (72). 0 percent
chance ol precipitation.

continued on page 3

j Other MAC
schools see
dorm space
shortages

New appointments
are announced
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gross for us (OAPSE) to Ignore."
OAPSE IS requesting that a hearing
be held on charges listed In the complaint and, upon completion of the
hearing, that the election be set aside
and a new election be held under new
restrictions to "prevent the same gross
misconduct" alleged In the Sept. II
election.
One charge against the administration was that a fact sheet sent
to all University classified employees
the Tuesday before the Sept. 18 election
contained "grossly Incorrect" Information concerning mandatory union
dues, Turko said.
One of the points discussed on the
sheet stated if a union wins the election,
non-union employees will be required to

by Pat Hyland
editor

The University's overcrowded oncampus housing situation may be the
result of a trend that favors residence
hall to apartment life.
According to Dr. Richard R. Eakln,
vice provost for institutional planning
and student affairs, the University was
hit last spring with an unusually high
I demand for on-campus housing from
upperclassmen. Even after the
University relaxed I'j rule requiring
freshmen and sophomores to live on
campus, only about 50 persons sought
off-campus facilities.
Since freshmen must live on campus,
the backlog of dorm residents forced
the University to convert 57 of the 113
floor lounges into four- or six-person
rooms. Also, 33 male resident advisors
were notified that they would be
assigned a roommate for fall quarter.
In addition, about 50 students have
been temporarily housed in the
University Union Hotel and Falcon
Plaza Motel, 1450 E. Wooster St.

photo by Gary Benz
In an attempt to save a little energy, two University students try a
new way ol drying their clothes. Sue Muholland, left, and Lesley

Will hang their laundry with the aid of their rooftop tenant,
Milc'red. The two juniors live with Mildred at 1002 E. Wooster St.

Moore pushes for early semester calendar
by Mary Oannemiller
staff reporter

A push toward an early semester
calendar for 1981-82 was recommended
by University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. Monday at the annual
beginning-of-the-year meeting with
faculty and contract staff.
The suggestion to have University
Provost Michael R. Ferrari and the
appropriate academic bodies examine
the feasibility and implementation of
an early semester schedule was
followed by a rousing round of applause.
"I was convinced several years ago
that we should make the alterations in
our basic academic calender," the
president said in support of the switch
to semesters.
He expressed an urgency for the
study because there is documented
evidence of possible administrative
savings and attractive advantages for
students. With its early spring
dismissal date, students may have
better employment opportunities,
Moore added.
FERRARI explained later that there
appears to be more faculty enthusiasm
and a higher level of student reaction in
favor of the change than there was
about four years ago.
He stressed that objections to the
change might be that short-term
classes are easier to plan, prepare and
instruct; there will be a higher turnover

High standards, stable enrollment stressed
of courses; and there may be high costs
involved in converting to a different
system.
The early semester calendar changes
at Kent State University, Miami
University, and the University of Akron
have resulted in administrative
savings, which include only having to
schedule twice instead of three times
during the academic year.
Ferrai said he will select a committee
to assess the situation at the University
and have a report ready for Academic
Council sometime during spring
quarter.
ADDRESSING other issues, Moore
said that maintaining a student body of
high quality, strengthening academic
standards
and
keeping
stable
enrollment are goals the University
must strive for In the next decade in
order to be successful.
He said it would be a serious problem
for the University if the standards of
academic eligibility for admissions had
to be lowered to maintain a degree of
enrollment stability.
"Relaxation of standards in a
university influences not only those
people who are quite clearly affected In
the most immediate way, but the level
of scholarly expectation for all students
Is affected adversely," the president
explained.
Moore, who is in his 10th year at the
University, speculated about several

student-related goals that he said will
help produce the talent society we'll
need in the next decado.
HE REFERRED to the "back to
basics" and grass roots movements,
which relate to elementary and
secondary schools teaching methods.
The University's role in these
movements Is to teach, preferably to
polish and perfect, these basic skills to
assure the public that all University
graduates have attained a reasonable
level of competence.
"I believe that the public is going to
demand more systematic output
measures from us," the president said.
He then urged University Provost
Michael R. Ferrari and other appropriate academic units to closely
scrutinize
the
undergraduate
assessment program and other tests
which may be "vehicles for measuring
output" in areas of concentration and
general knowledge.
Since some students may be victims
of relaxed high school standards.
Moore said the University must continue to offer some remedial work, but
that program should not be a major
mission He culled for a Universitylevel competence in reading, writing,
mathematical and library skils and
research paper-writing.
PRECEDING Moore's address.
University Provost Michael R. Ferrari

enlightened faculty to the attempts
Iready underway to attract more
"academically gifted, creative and
talented students to the University."
Ferrari explained that to increase the
quality of the freshman class, the
University is aiming to increase the
number of freshmen who score highly
on the ACT by about 50 percent in 198081.
This means that 20 percent of the next
freshman class will be in the 26 and
above interval on the ACT scale and
appear in a comparable range in SAT
scores.
Now that these students are actively
being recruited, Ferrari asserted that
the University's programs must be
rigorous and challenging enough for
them.
THESE QUALITY programs will
depend upon "faculty commitment to
the reinforcement of basic skills in all
courses, effective teaching and
research, sensitive academic advising
of students and a continuous review of
our courses and programs at all
levels," the Provost noted.
Ferrari said he hopes that the
predominant goal of all faculty is to
strengthen the academic substance and
reprutation of the University.
"Our future success and attractiveness in the next decade rests
upon a dediction to academic excellrcice and more effective teaching"
he asserted.

WHILE UNIVESITY administrators
insist the crowding is not a result of
poor planning, they are not sure when
the crunch will subside and normal
housing status will return.
But the script of the overcrowding
story is not unique to Bowling Green. A
check of other Mid-American Conference schools mirrored the problems
the Univesity faces.
At Ohio University in Athens, the
number of upperclassmen requesting
on-campus housing rose 10 percent for
fall quarter of the 1979-80 school year.
Those students, along with a 3.7 percent
larger freshman class, were tunneled
into the 6,400 spaces available on
campus.
Since the increase in requests could
not be met by available housing, the
university was forced to convert a guest
facility, used primarily for visiting
parents and friends, to a residence hall.
The facility currently houses 310
students, accoridng to Art Gibson,
director of housing at O.U.
GIBSON SAID it was his impression
that students were unable to find
adequate off-campus facilities in the
competitive housing district in Athens.
Students at Miami University have
faced the overcrowding situation for
the last five years. More than 7,700
students have been crammed into the
7.547 spaces for first semester of the
present school year. Miami has
recorded closed to 103 pecent occupancy
the last several years.
Since all facilities are being occupied
in Oxford, the univeristy assigned three
persons to two-person rooms and
changed some areas not designed as
living quarters to student rooms.
In addition, Miami has an annual
"overflow" list of students that must
temporarily be housed in a recreation
room until attrition provides regular
quarters. The present overflow lists
totals 55 persons, according to Sally
Shafer, secretary to the housing
director at Miami.
continued on page 4
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Discovering the A-B-C's of University professors
There are orange books, white pages
and red faces.
There are forms: pink, yellow, gray,
brown, off-white, burgundy, jade,
cream, soft turquoise, blue, smiling
maroon and rust.
There are a rainbow of pamphlets
and pamphlets on rainbows.
There is blackmail (numerous letters
from the bursar's office) and white lies
(numerous letters from the bursar's
office).
"Despite all the colorful orientation,
several hundred frewshmen will still be
green for some time to come." ;.
The problem is not on the part of the
freshmen. It's Just that no one bothers
telling them the important things.
For Instance, I know one freshman
who has no idea of the location of
Howard's or the phone number of
Pisanello's. He hasn't even bought a
Frlsbeeyet.
The biggest shortcoming in the
preparation of a freshman will become
apparent with the start of classes.

focus
Rob Wilkins
College freshmen meet college
professors. It's like sending In Gerald
Ford to defuse an atomic bomb.
They're simply not prepared. And
since grades come from professors, I
think it's time that the freshmen learn
the A-B-C's of their new teachers.
Although it's true no two professors
are alike, there are some general
characteristics which allow for some
broad grouping.
THE FIRST TYPE of professor that
the freshmen are likely to encounter
are the eccentrics.
Dressed in creased brown pants
which fail to cover white socks and
alligator, wing-tipped shoes, they peer
over half-frame bifocals and talk about

U.F.O.s in New Hampshire.
They will often open class with a
front, two-and-a-half dive off their
desks in the prone position. Mostly
male, these professors are occasionally
seen during their free time hanging
around the men's rooms.
The freshman should also be on the
lookout for professors who work with
chemicals. And I'm not talking about
chemists.
Consistently 17 minutes late, one of
these professors is likely to begin class
by miscalculating the distance to his
chair and then mistaking a desk leg for
aburrito.
Stopping a. blackboards to toot chalk
dust, his lectures could include 'the
possibility of trees growing on
fingernails' and 'the wet dreams of
JackKerouac'
Once again, these professors are
mostly male. They most generally
spend their leisure time passed out in
the ladies' room, mumbling something
about flying urinals.

SOMEWHAT LESS obtraslve-but
just as dangerous-ia the reserved,
monotonal professor.
A professor of this nature will hide
behind a large desk and 57 pages of
typed notes. Harmless during lectures,
he will give mid-terms and finals which
include questions such as l.a) How
many words are on page 373 of

wear T-shirts and faded Jeans. Their
biggest worries (besides the Vietnam
War, Ronald Reagan, and separate
public bathrooms) are long-distance
jogging, seesaws, and pogo sticks.
Classtime activities include accepting donations for "Save the
Whooping Cranes" in a size DD
brassiere and smelling your neighbor's
underarms.
This is by no means a complete list of
all the different types of college
professors. Freshmen will soon
discover professors who give lectures
by yodeling in Swedish; others who pull
wings off flies before throwing them off
eight-story buildings.
But I hope the freshmen will now be
looking for quirks in their professors
and, armed w;ih a drop-add slip, will be
more than willing to wait an hour and a
half to drop a professor who combs his
nasal hair during class to pick up a
professor who... well, you never know.
Rob Wilkins Is the assistant editorial
editor of The News.

they will occasionally take time out to
wash the whltewalls of their 1946
Hudsons.
On the other end of the teaching
totem pole is the professor who is more
than happy to talk freely with his
students. He is also more than happy to
talk freely with houseplants. Or furniture polish. Or helium balloon

It's like sending in Gerald Ford to defuse
an atomic bomb.
Tolstoy's "War and Peace"? l.b)
Translate each word Into Portuguese,
l.c) Please relate parts a. and b. to the
skeletal system we covered In our
biology textbook.
Seldom seen outside of class, these
professors usually write professionally
on the side to pay for the red ink pens
needed for grading student papers.
Apart from their busy work schedule.

dispensers. Or staples.
He has a tendency to ramble and will
talk about anything from a rabbi in the
military service to a crippled great
aunt In New Orleans. He spends his free
time accidentally swallowing flies and
giving speeches at the VFW.
NEVER SEEN at the VFW, however,
are a group of female professors who

opinion
No room for excuses
in housing shortage
The University has built a maze, and voluntarily walked into it.
And now it's trying to find its way out.
That is the picture we get as the administration scrambles to explain
and remedy this fall's housing fiasco.
The fact is 334 freshmen asked for conventional housing, paid for it and
didn't get it.
Instead, 250 of the freshmen are in lounges converted to four- or sixman rooms, 47 share rooms with resident advisors, 25 are in the
University Union Hotel and 12 are in the Falcon Plaza Motel
That appears to be bad business: offering one thing and supplying
another. It appears the University has burned the steak and expects the
customer to eat it.
That's exactly what happened.
The problem is simple-there are more freshmen than the University
has room for. The reasons are complicated.
The University recruited this year with a goal of 3,600 freshmen, 100
more than it had last year. The University normally accepts more than it
can handle because a percentage of those do not attend.
Usually that formula works. This year, however, it didn't. About 200
more students, who were accepted, enrolled.
In May, aftger admissions closed a month earlier than the previous
year, the University was beginning to realize it was going to have a
housing shortage this fall.
In an effort to find housing for the additional freshmen, the University
closed applications for continuing students a month earlier (May 3).
Despite the early deadline, there were just as many housing requests as
the year before.
Also in May, the University tried to alleviate the shortage by allowing
freshmen and sophomores to move off campus, which was previously
forbidden. About 50 took the offer.
To complicate the problem, 100-125 freshmen more than the year before
continued into the fall from summer transition program, a proving
ground for those who do not meet University enrollment standards.;
The result of this chain of events is that the University has 334 more
students than can be handled normally.
We believe those events raise two questions.
-Why did the University allow 160 more students than last year to enter
the summer program with the promise of letting them continue in the fall,
while
knowing
there
would
be
a
housing
shortage?
John W. Martin, director of admissions, said there is no way to accurately monitor the number of persons who will attend the summer
program, which had a new format this year.
He said the number is not definitely known until shcool starts.
It seems to us that the University should be able to calculate how many
will attend and, in tum, limit that number.
The University should have known before summer classes started that
summer enrollment was up, that more would inevitable return in the fall
and that it would have to accept them.
-Why weren't there effective safeguards against the overcrowding?
The only two safety valves-closing housing early and allowing
sophomores and freshmen to move off campus-were inadequate.
The Unniversity knew in May there would be a housing problem but
was powerless to deal effectively with it.
The University admissions system is based gambling. A small
miscalculation, which seems to have been made in this case, can cause
overcrowding.
Under that system, there must be something to fall back on.
The University gambled and lost, but it's the students who are paying.
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Help offered for those making career choices
So you're finally here at Bowling
Green State University...a college
freshman. Now that you've arrived you
may be wondering what it Is you're
going to study for four years. You might
be asking yourself questions like: What
courses should I take? How do I find out
what I'd like to major in? What can I do
with the major I've already chosen?
Can I change my major? How does my
major relate to an occupation?
There is a place that can help you find
answers to these questions and others.
The Counseling and Career Development Center (Room 320 Student Services) offers University students a
variety of activities that will assist
them in their academic and career
planning. Activities students may
participate in are aimed at helping
them obtain information about
themselves, various occupations-
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Susan Brush-Harr
college majors and the work world.
These activities will help a student
move toward a decision about a college
major or occupation. Planned for Fall,
1979
are:
1) An orientation to the career
planning process.
2) A Career Education Library
search on possible majors or occupations.
The Career Education Library
contains cassette tapes on all academic
majors and programs at BGSU. The
library also has tapes on specific oc-

wisdom
Dr. Albert Sabin, developer of the
oral polio vaccine:
"If we say, 'Take this substance and
you will surely die of cancer,' It's
misleading. I think it's an irresponsible
way and ultimately If you keep bombarding people with irresponsible
statements, they don't listen."
General Creighton W. Abrams:
"When eating an elephant, take one
bite at a time."

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

focus

Mary Bartle, 53-year-old nude art
model striking against San Jose (Calif.)
State University:
"It's not only the money, it's the
wind-chill factor. Sometimes you
literally turn blue. You even get
goosebumpson your goosebumps."
Mark Twain:
"Soap and education are not as
sudden as a massacre, but they are
more deadly in the long run."

respond__
U you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything of
student Interest, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should be
typewritten, triple-spaced and signed.
Include your address and phono
number for verification.
The News reserves the right to rejeit
letters or portions of letters that are in
bad taste, malicious or libeloua.
Address your latter to: Editorial
Editor, The BG News, 100 University
Hall.

cupations. Other resources included
within the library are: an extensive
microfiche and paperback collection of
college catalogues (undergraduate,
graduate, foreign and domestic), senior
check-sheets for all BGSU majors,
occupational outlook data through 1985 both National and Ohio, plus numerous
career planning guides, books and
pamphlets.
A new addition to the Career
Education Library is the COIN System.
A microfiche system to help students
explore occupations that reflect their
personal career goals. The system
consists of an occupations file, college
major file, college file, apprenticeship
file and a military file.
3) Taking an Occupation Interest
Inventory and having that Interpreted
in a group setting.
4) Seeing a counselor for an individual counseling session.
5) Attending
residence
hall
workshops on career planning in the

evenings. Examples of past workshops
are "Goals & Values - What's Right or
Wrong For Me," "But What Can I Do? Identifying Skills and Abilities,"
"Factors Involved in Career Choice"
and "Occupational Outlook For The
1980's".
YOU MAY WISH to explore some or
all of these options offered by the
Counseling and Career Development
Center. There are three career counselors available to assist you in
choosing activities that best fit you.
A student will receive a certificate of
recognition for their participation in
career development activities upon
completion of eight hours of careerrelated experiences.
For further information contact
CCDC, Room 320 Student Services
Building or call 372-2081.
Susan Brush-Harr Is
specialist at the CCDC.
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Given 15 years to life

briefs

Curry pleads no contest to coed murder

Correction
A customer with a checking^ccount at Mid American Bank should have $200
in his checking or savings account to avoid being charged for checks. The
amount was incorrectly reported in Sunday's edition.

Focus 79 now on display
"Focus 79." an art show featuring works by 85 high school students from
Ohio. Michigan and Indiana. Is on display at the Fine Arts Gallery of the
University School of Art.
The exhibit will be open from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. on weekdays and 2-5 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays, and will continue through Oct. H. There Is no admission charge, and some pieces will be for sale.
A total of 124 works, selected from 380 pieces submitted, will be on display,
including representation of all art media. Twenty-five awards of merit also will
be presented.

University to host music workshop
New music teaching techniques and materials will be spotlighted at a free
workshop for area music teachers to be held from 9:30a.m.-l p.m. tomorrow in
the Recital Hall of the new Musical Arts Center. Clinician Lynn Freeman Olson
will conduct the workshop, which Is being sponsored by the Creative Arts
Program In cooperation with the Little Olde Music Shoppe, 138 N. Main St.
Teachers can register through tomorrow for the session at the Little Olde
Music shoppe or through the Creative Arts Program office, 123 Music Bldg.,
372-0177.

UAO to sponsor bridge classes
Registration for bridge classes sponsored by the University Activities
Organization (UAO) is open to students and staff, both beginners and Intermediate players. Classes begin at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Capital Room,
Union. Sign-ups are in the UAO office, third floor, Union, 372-2343. Registration
fees are »10 for students and $20 for non-students. For information call 353-7574.

Correction
Identification cards for the Student Recreation Center are good for as long as
a student remains enrolled at the University. The $1 charge for the card is a
one-time fee; validation stickers are free each quarter for University students.
The policy was incorrectly reported in Sunday's News.

Republican fundraiser planned
The Wood County Republicans Organization will sponsor Cocktails '79, its
annual fund-raising event, from 6-8 p.m. tomorrow at Belmont Country Club
near Perrysburg. Sen. Thomas A. Van Meter, assistant minority leader of the
Ohio Senate, will be the guest speaker.
Admission is a $25 donation. Contributions also may be sent to the Wood
County Republicans, Box 332, Perrysburg, Ohio, 43551.

by Keith Jameson
•tail reporter

Joseph E. Curry II was sentenced to
15 years to life imprisonment in
Mansfield Reformatory after pleading
no contest to the May 18 murder of his
fiancee, University senior Kimberly
Jackson.
Although charged with aggravated
murder, Curry pleaded no contest Aug.
24 to the lesser charge of murder. Curry
was sentenced Aug. 27 by Judge Donald
D.Simmons.
John J. Callahan, Curry's defense
attorney, said his client plea-bargained
because the facts of the case pointed to
a murder charge rather than an
aggravated murder charge which Involves premeditation.
Callahan also said that the no contest
plea of murder helped lessen the
severity of Curry's sentence.
JACKSON, a, a communications
major from Youngstown, was found
dead about 5:25 a.m. in the apartment
she and Curry shared at Winthrop

OAPSE

South, 400 Napoleon Road.
Jackson apparently died from blows
to the head with a blunt object, later
identified as a brick by Wood County
Coroner Dr. Roger A. Peatee.
Curry had reported Jackson missing
about 4:53 a.m. that Friday after she
failed to return from looking for boxes
to use in moving from the apartment.
At the same time, Curry also
reported to police that he had been
beaten by two white males at the intersection of Napoleon Road and South
Main Street, near the A & P Food Store.
He said the two then left the area In a
blueElCamlno.
CURRY AND dty police officers
found the body when they returned to
the apartment to see if Jackson had
returned. The room was splattered with
blood, and the letters "KICK" were
finger printed on the wall. Police said
they think the letters were meant to
confuse
investigators.
After several weeks of Investigation
by dty police and agents of the State
Bureau of Criminal Investigation,

Curry was arrested June 8, just one day
before Jackson would have graduated
from the University.
Chester Marson, an assistant In the
prosecutor's office who worked on the
case, said his office based its case on
physical evidence found at the apartment, several motives his office
established and discrepancies in
Curry's story.
Marson said investigators found
Curry's fingerprints in the blood which
was smeared on the wall, and although
most of the prints were obscured,
enough were produced to implicate
Curry, especially since the prints were
made before Curry arrived with the
police.
MARSON SAID that at least two
possible motives had been established
to explain the reason behind the
murder.
One motive involved two life insurance policies taken out by Curry and
Jackson on each other just a week
before the murder. The premium of the
Jackson policy, which would have been

according to the sheet.
Chenault cited as proof of that
statement's validity the case of
Rosemary Collins v. Youngstown State
University i YSU) this past year. The
case is contrary to Turko's assertion
that collection of mandatory service
fees is against state law.

fringe benefits, he stressed.
According to Turko, in lieu of having
sole bargaining rights, OAPSE would
represent both members and nonmembers and not charge a service fee.
Although the non-union employees
would be "free-riding," they would not
be entitled to insurance, legal
representation and other union fringe
benefits under OAPSE policy. Actually
union members would be in control of
non-members's working conditions and
Job rights.

paid to Curry, totaled $30,000, Marson
said.
Marson also said that he received
indications that the two were having
problems with their relationship and
that Jackson was considering leaving
Curry.
Also, parts of Curry's story did not
seem valid, Marson said, especially
those concerning the beating at the
intersection since Curry showed no
evidence of having suffered any injuries in a fight.
Although Curry did have several lines
of defense, the case was still "as good a
case as we could (compile) under the
circumstance," Marson said.
The Jackson murder was the first to
occur in the city since March 9, 1970,
when a male was found shot to death in
his residence at 830 First St. The man's
brother later pleaded guilty to the
■■hooting.

from page 1

pay mandatory dues. According to
Turko such a requirement violates
state law prohibiting an employee
organization from securing an agency
shop or union arrangement like in the
private sector.
Myron M. Chenault, assistant vicepresident for institutional contracts at
the University, said that the fact sheet
did not mention mandatory dues and
Turko's statement is "blatantly false."
He explained that the fact sheet was
put together from a list of questions
received by his office about collective
bargaining.
"WE TRIED to create an atmosphere
that was fair," he said.
The One controversial issue about the
fact sheet involves the sheet's answer
to the query of whether or not an employee would be required to pay a
service fee, if a union was elected
regardless of whether he is a union
member.
"Probably,
because
unions
traditionally
are successful in
bargaining for a monthly service fee
equal to union dues and assessed to nonunion members," was the response

THE LAWSUIT was brought against
OCSEA after It sought to collect service
fees from non-union members within
the bargaining unit at YSU. The
Mahoning County Court of Common
Pleas dismissed the case, because
although non-members pay a monthly
service fee to the union for services
they receive under the collective
bargaining agreement between the
association and YSU, they are not
allowed a voice In internal OCSEA
affairs, nor do they receive the benefits
of the union's legal service plan offered
only to union members.
OCSEA Executive Director John W.
Fan-is, said that the amount of the
service fees could sometimes cost as
much as membership dues. Payment of
a service fee by a non-union member
does not entitle him to a membership or

DM RESPONSE to the other charges
against the University, Chenault said
that they are "really an insult to our
employees."
Chenault explained that the position
of the University is to let the employees
choose for themselves and the sheet
sent to them was an attempt to give
only the facts.
"We feel no representation, which
won the election, is the viable alternative and we haven't thrust that upon
our employees," he added.
The charge that employees were
threatened with the loss of existing
benefits unless they cast votes for no

representation or that they were
promised promotions and her gratuities
also is untrue, according to Chenault.
THERE IS no way the administration
could possibly know who voted or which
bargaining option in the secret ballot
election overseen by an umpire from
the AAA, he said.
"How could we ever retaliate against
them?" he added.
They (OAPSE) just don't like
competition," Farris said in response
to the misconduct charges filed against
OCSEA.
He explained that the OAPSE
complaint was a retaliation step
because a merger between the two
unions never materialized when OCSEA refused OAPSE's suggestion to
unite.
The decision not to merge was made
because OCSEA felt that OAPSE had no
experience in the legislative arena or
state employment, where '
y only
represent school bus drivers.
"WE COULDNT take the chance
with an organization that didn't have
any expertise in that area," Farris
added.

WELCOMES YOU BACK
HAPPY HOURS: Friday, Sept. 28 at 2:30 P.M.
in the Falcons Nest
MIXER: Friday, Sept.
28 from 8-12 P.M. in the Grand Ballroom.
c
Admission 50 and all freshmen with I.D. free admission
WANTED:
UAO CAMPUS FILMS
"A STAR IS BORN"
Fri. & Sat., the 28 & 29
in the Main Auditorium for *1.00 with I.D.
showing times at 7:30-10:30 P.M.

Sunday Matinee:
DR. ZHIVAGO
in Main Auditorium at 2:00 P.M.
$
1.00 with I.D.

TRIPS:
Backpacking trip departing to Pinkey Mich,
at 5:00 P.M. Friday till 3:00 P.M. Sunday

TRAVEL: XMASTRIP
LAS VEGAS

from Detroit on Dec. 14-18 for $299.00 per person,
double occupancy 5 days and four nights
at the exotic Tropicana Hotel

SPRING BREAK:
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
from March 22-29 at International Inn
with quad occupancy for only *249.00!

NASSAU, BAHAMAS:
seven nights lodging at the Sanford Mews Townhouses
located near the golden sands of cable beach.
Eight per town house for *383.44 from Detroit.

Price increases are subject to gasoline prices.

Talented, exciting DJ's to audition for UAO's Sat. Night Disco
in the Side Door. Auditions will be held during Happy Hours,
Fri., Sept. 28, from 2:30-5:30 P.M. Interested persons contact
the UAO office on the third floor of the Union. 372-2343

UAO MINI-COURSES
Sign-ups will start Wednesday, October 3, in the UAO office.
Mini-courses are designed for enjoyment as well as education
for students, faculty and staff.

courses include:
acrobatics
basic auto repair
disco dancing
macrame
mixology
photography
and more!
* anyone that wishes to teach a course
contact the UAO office 372-2343
UAO ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING:
Wednesday, Oct. 3rd at 7:30 P.M. in the Side Door
JOIN THE UAO TEAM!
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Mailboxes
Cost-cutting system benefits University, students
by Pam Dalglelsh
copy editor

For the second year, on-campus
mailboxes have been assigned to
commuter students in an effort to
reduce University mailing costs and
improve communications to students.
Of the 7,040 mailboxes available,
more than 6,000 have been assigned to
students, said Duane Whitmire,
assistant to the registrar and supervisor of the system. The assignments
were made prior to Sept. 11, he added,
and additional assignments are forthcoming.
An alphabetical list of students and
their corresponding mailbox numbers
currently is posted outside the
mailroom, located in 208 Moseley Hall,
and at various locations around
campus. Students also may find out
their box numbers by contacting the
Off-Campus-Commuter Center or by
calling Fact Line.
Whitmire said students may keep the
same mailbox throughout the academic
year.
THE BOXES ARE specifically for
undergraduate students attending the
main campus who have not been
assigned a mailbox in one of the dormitories, Whitmire said. But he added
that graduate students may request a
box by contacting the mailroom.
The mailboxes are used to distribute
materials that would normally be sent
to students through the mail, including
registration
materials,
communications from University officials
and bulk mailings. On- and off-campus
organizations also may distribute information to the students via the
mailboxes.
"The idea is to keep the students
informed about what is going on at the
University," Whitmire said, adding the
mailroom also provides an opportunity
for off-campus students to meet each
other.
"We do try to avoid 'Junk mail,'" he
said,
noting
that
off-campus
organizations must contact the
registrar's office before using the
mailing system. But some unwanted
mail is inevitable, he added.
THE MAILROOM IS staffed by
student employees, who distribute mail

and answer students' questions. The
staff members are also there to keep an
eye on the mailboxes, which consist of
open slots that are easily accessible.
Whitmire said the absence of locks on
the boxes does not pose a security
problem because of the presence of the
staff and the nature of the information
put in the boxes (first-class mail is not
distributed to students through the
mailing system). He added that he has
had no problems related to security.
The mailbox system is funded by the
savings in postage from registration
materials alone, Whitmire said, adding
that those savings have amounted to
almost $4,000 already this season.
During academic year 1978-79, when
the mailboxes were first used, Whitmire estimates the University and the
various groups making use of the
system saved over $27,000 in postage
costs, with an average savings of $9,000
a quarter. The figure is based, he added, on an estimated mailing cost of 15
cents per item for some 60,000 items
distributed through the mailboxes each
quarter.

"I THINK THERE" are two main
reasons why we're getting more
students back in the dorms," said
Robert G. Rudd, director of housing at
the University. "One, people like the
idea of having someone cook and clean
for you. Plus students feel they don't
save that much money any more in
apartments. Since the utility copanies
kicked up their rates, it's narrowed the
gap between on and off-campus housing
costs."

THE MAILING system, patterned
after similar systems at the University
of Akron and Wright State University in
Dayton, won recognition recently for its
cost-cutting measures in the form of an
honorable mention from the 1979
National Association of College and
University Business Officers-United
States Steel Foundation Cost Reduction
Incentive Awards program.
Institutions such as Miami and Ohio
universities have shown interest in the
system, Whitmire said, and a national
publication, the Journal of Auxiliary
Services, has requested information for
publication.
The system was devised by Whitmire. former student and SGA member
Jim Gamella, Registrar Cary Brewer
and Hazel Smith, director of the OffCampus-Commuter Center.
Whitmire said off-campus students
who have not been assigned a mailbox
can request one at the mailroom. Those
students who have a box but want to
discontinue it should also contact the
mailroom and give the staff an address
to which their mail can be forwarded.

CENTRAL MICHIGAN first experienced its housing problems in 1976
when number of upperclassemn
requesting on-campus housing Jumped
from 3,000 persons to 3,400 persons. In
addition, the incomin freshman class
rose by about 100 students, all of whom
needed dorm facilities.
Therefore, 6,450 Central Michigan
students were housed in facilities
designed to accommodate 6,096 persons.
Facilities in Mount Pleasant were
able to absorb the increase, however,
since rooms built for four persons had
been housing only three residents.
Those rooms are now holding four
persons and resident advisors are
doubling up with freshmen, according
to John Fisher, assistant dirctor of
housing
operations
at
Central
Michigan.
Because each institution was hit with
the same problems of returning upperclassmen, each housing office has
attempted to figure out why mor
students are returning to campus. So
far, nobody can figure out the problem,
although apeculation is fairly stable
across the board.

Rudd also cited the difficulty students
ha ve in finding two or three roommates
for apartment living. It's easier to let
the
University
set
up
the
arrangements, he noted.
"I still think students should try
getting an apartment just for the experience," Rudd said. "You can always
come back if you don't like It, but it's a
good experience."
The competition for finding offcampus housing in Athens has become
so extreme that the dorms are bearing
the brunt the losers in the hunt
DM, ADDITION, the recent conversion
of three dormitories to classroom
buildings for the new College of
Medicine has further deleted available
space.
Fischer said that in Michigan the
constantly increasing costs of utilities
and groceries have made dorm life
much more attractive. Just knowing
the room and board rates won't Jump
over the course of the year is
reassuring to money-conscientious
students, he said.
Students may have come to a point of
dissatisfaction with the off-campus
housing situation in Oxford, according
to Shafer And unlike the dorm
situation, once a person signs a year
lease in an apartment, getting out
reprsents a hassle that many students
may be seeking to avoid.
Whether economics, convenience or
coninddence has caused the dilemna, it
is unquestionable a significant issue or
colleges in the Mid-American Conference.

WfeVe.
counting
on °
you.
Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.
Alan Rodak, a senior microbiology student, checks hit mail at
the on-campus mailroom, 208 Moseley Hall, set up for commuter
students.
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McDonald's
|
Introducing
Restaurant needs
people 18 years
or older.
Variable hours that
can be suited
A Place
To Move Together
around classes.
F

Apply
1470 East Wooster.
Between 2-4 and 7-9.
Nobody can do it like McDonald's can™

McDonald's
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EVERY WED. NIGHT—
LADIES NIGHT
EVERY THURS. NIGHT—
COLLEGE NIGHT
OPEN 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
8PM—2:30AM

Jj

1532 S. Byrne Rd.
Toledo, Ohio 382-1876
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All systems are go at Davis-Besse nuclear plant
But Bowling Green Citizens for Safe Energy say that 'no nukes is good nukes'
by Rick Rlmelspach
lelsoich
»l«ll reporter
Tlie Davis-Besse nuclear power plant
has been generating more controversy
than electricity since the incident last
March at the Three Mile Island nuclear
power plant in Harrisburg, Pa.
But after being closed for almost
three and a half months, the plant
reopened July 12 and has remained
operating except for two brief shutdowns.
The plant, located about 40 miles
northeast of the University near Port
Clinton, closed for routine repairs last
spring and was not returned to
operation until the Nuclear Regulatory
Commssion 1NRC) was satisif ied it was
safe in the wake of the accident In
Harrisburg, said Roger Buehrer, media
relations representative for Toledo
Edison.
The shutdowns, which lasted Sept. 7-10
and 14-15, were described as minor by
Buehrer.
THE FIRST closing resulted from
discovery of a leak on a valve in the
steam generating part of the plant. The

valve. which
Which was not
nnl in the nuclear
nuH««r
valve,
portion of the plant, was routinely
repaired, Buehrer said.
The most recent problem concerned a
"turbine trip"safety device which
caused the plant to shut down. The
device was installed after the Three
Mile Island problem.
Buehrer said plant officials alternate
pump control valves to the turbine
generator on a regular basis as a
preventative maintenance measure. In
the process of switching pumps on the
hydraulic control system, there was a
fluctuation in the pressure causing the
turbine to trip. A device in the reactor
picked up the trip and automatically
shut down, Buehrer explained, adding
that he does not think this will cause
problems in the future.
Despite these troubles. Davis-Besse
still has been saving consumers money,
Buehrer said.
"OUR FUEL adjustment clause is
the lowest it has been in two years
because of Davis-Besse. It costs less
than one percent per kilowatt hour to
produce electricity by nuclear power
compared to 1.73 cents for coal,"
Buehrer explained.

iv
f,„.i adjustment
..,<;„...„ . clause,
.1.
..i_i_,_
The fuel
which
is
the cost of fuel that Toledo Edison must
pay, allows the company to pass
savings onto its customers, Buehrer
said.
Edison also recently passed on about
17,500 copies of the State Emergency
Services
plan
for
emergency
evacuation to residents of Ottawa
County.
Buehrer said the emergency guides
include instructions to residents and
local agencies on what should be done
in the event of any type of
disaster.including a nuclear accident.
Residents will need the guides for an
upcoming mock disaster drill at DavisBesse, Buehrer said, which will be held
within the next two weeks. Details on
the drill were not available.
THE 42 SHUTDOWNSat the plant
since its opening in August 1977 are not
an exorbitant amount considering the
newness of the facility and the large
number of tests that have to be run to
assure its safety, Buehrer said.
"Thafs the kind of figure that some
of these anti-nuclear groups distort,
There was a lot of hysteria and poor

1 .i__ after
_..
_
communication
Three Mile
Island, so we have to show people the
benefits and safety of nuclear energy,"
he said.
Toledo Edison has started a "nuclear
confidence" program involving news
releases through the media and
newsletters to Ottawa County residents
describing the plant and its operations.
Buehrer said he hopes the program will
contribute to what he called "the swing
back to nuclear popularity."
While Toledo Edison continues to try
to seU the safety and efficiency of
nuclear power, those who oppose
nuclear energy also are trying to get
organized and improve their effectiveness.
• RAY V. MONTAGNO is one of the
members of the Bowling Green Citizens
for Safe Energy. The group has no
officers or official leaders, just a "hard
core" of about a dozen members,
Montagno said.
Last summer, the group held two
local events aimed at spreading the
phrase popularized by Cleveland
mayor Dennis Kucinich that "no nukes
is good nukes."

_.
_ .. _.
Singer Charlie King appeared on
campus in St. Thomas More Church on
July 3 in an effort to build enthusiasm
and support for the anti-nuclear
movement, but Montagno described the
turnout as disappointing.
A July 22 picnic in the city park
sponsored by the group drew only about
50 persons to hear representatives of
solar energy companies describe what
they see as an alternative to energy
THOSE EVENTS were build-ups to the
statewide anti-nuclear rally held Aug. 5
at Crane Creek State Park near the
Davis-Besse plant. About 1,500 persons
attended the beginning of the rally, but
after a thunderstorm soaked the area,
only about 200 remained to hear
Kucinich speak against the plant.
Montagno said about 50 persons from
the University and the city attended the
rally.
As for the future, Montagno said the
group will seek to drum up more support both on and off campus.
"We want to take this issue off
campus. We want it to become a
political issue in the community that

people will get involved in," Montagno
said.
But he added,"It will be an issue on
campus also. I don't think it will take a
lot to get people interested and involved
in this question this fall."
THE MOVEMENT began locally
after Jerry Rubin's speech at the
University last April. Whether the
movement will retain "ita Are"
remains to be seen, Montagno said.
"We're going to have to work harder
at keeping those interested active.
Some sort of drifted away last year,"
Montagno said.
Among the ways the group hopes to
increase its following is by disributlng
its newsletter on off campus and by
sponsoring another "teach-in" on
nuclear energy similar to the one held
last May.
The group will hold its first meetings
Oct. 4 and 5 at 7 p.m. at the United
Christian Fellowship, 313 Thuritln St
They will also meet at 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. on Oct. 4 in the Perry
Croghan room at the Union. Anyone
wanting more information on the group
is asked to call Montagno at 3S2-4772.

Wood County Airport expansion stalls
by Keith Jameson
staff reporter

Controversy continues to brew over
the proposed expansion of Wood County
Airport, located north of the University,
even though both sides are taking a
wait-and-see attitude while the Federal
Aviation Authority (FAA) mulls over a
request for funds for improvements.
Plans for proposed improvements
were sent to the FAA by the Airport
Authority, which hopes to receive $1.2
million in funds. The improvements
would include a new 4,200-foot long
east-west runway, additional fuel
storage and improved airfield lighting.
Daniel W. Reddin III, president of the
Airport Authority, said all the
Authority can do is sit and wait until the
FAA has concluded its paperwork and

r

•

has approved or rejected the funds
request.
A concerned citizens group also is
taking a breather from the ongoing
controversy, although there are hints
that the group is planning future action.
THINGS HAVE not always been this
quiet concerning the proposed plans.
The citizens group was especially vocal
last May and August when it presented
its objections to the expansion. These
objections were based on community
safety, the need for a larger airport and
the possible relocation of the Abraham
and Arlene Nickey residence, 16336
Mercer Rd.
Ronald Nickey, the couple's son and
representative of the group, said the
new runway would direct air traffic
over Bowling Green High School and a
shopping center north of town.

The group also points out that the
runway would be constructed near a 16inch high-pressure gas line.
The Authority has said the new
airport would aid area businesses with
the improved air travel. Wesley K.
Hoffman, municipal administrator and
secretary-treasurer of the Authority,
said at an August meeting that new
businesses look for communities easily
acc&sible by air travel.
RON NICKEY, however pointed out
that Henry Filters, the fourth largest
employer in the city, is the only
business to use the airport with any
consistency.
Arlene Nickey sees the expansion as
a product of persons who enjoy flying
and who would use the improvements
for their own means.
The citizens group is not confining
itself to present worries. It is also

pointing out the possible future
ramifications of a larger airport. The
group notes a 1970 Outcalt-Gunther
county land usage report which called
for the closing of the airport because of
dnagers it would present to the thriving
urban area. The study recommended
the relocation of the airport to Route 582
and Interstate 75.

house, two businesses (one of which has
been in operation for 25 years) and
barn, which houses the businesses.

THE GROUP CLAIMS the proposed
improvements do not conform to the
land useage recommendations, and
that maps sent in with the plans and the
request for funds do not provide a true
representation of buildings located
near the airport.
The Nickey's main concern is
whether they will have to relocate
within the next several years.
If they have to relocate, the Nickeys
want to make sure they will be reimbursed for the full value of their 13-room

REDDIN SAYS that the relocation
would be dependent upon an FAA
decision concerning environmental
hazards in the area, particularly the
increased noise level near the Nickey
residence.

Mrs. Nickey said she also wants to
see expansion, but not at the price of
safety and relocating, adding that she
would rather see the expansion in other
areas of the country

Despite the reassurances by the
Airport Authority that nothing is
definite, the group has made a vow to
battle what Arlene Nickey characterized as a plaything for people with
nothing better to do than fly.
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DORSEY'S
REXALL DRUGS
YOUR
VITAMIN & PRESCRIPTION
HEADQUARTERS
IN BOWLING GREEN

Welcome Students

Bee Gee
Bookstore
(across from Harshman)

500 E. WOOSTER
"BY THE TRACKS"
GREETING CARDS

PRESCRIPTIONS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

CANDY & GIFTS

FILM DEVELOPING

MAGAZINES

New & Used
Texts
Supplies &

BRING US YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS FROM HOME,
STOP IN & BROWSE AROUND

Backpacks &
T-Shirts

vexall

OPEN
MON-FRI
9 am to 9 pm
SAT
9 am to 6 pm
SUN
11:30 am to 5 pm

First Week: Wed - Thur 8-8
Friday 8-5:30
Sat 9-5:00
Mon - Tues 9-8

Regular Hours:
Mon - Fri 9-5:30
Sat 9-5:00
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Minorities await University's answer to demands
by Paul O'Donntll
stall reporter

The dissent of last spring quarter has turned into anticipation for most of the
University's minority students.
Of the more than 20 minority students interviewed yesterday, most agreed
that this quarter is the key to whether the administration will meet the 12
demands issued last spring by the Black Student Union, Third World Graduate
Association, African Peoples Association, La Union De Estudiantes and several
other minority groups.
None of the leaders of the minority organizations could be reached for
comment.
Michael Clarett, a Junior radio-TV-film major and a participant in the May 24
sit-in at the office of University President Hollis A. Moore Jr., said he thinks
University administrators are hoping that students have forgotten about the
racial unrest of last year.

LAST SPRING, the University got a lot of negative coverage," he said. "I
don't think they want that to happen again.
"This quarter is the turning point," Clarett said, adding that promises made
by the University must be carried out.
He hinted that similar activities, like last spring's sit-in, could occur If the
demands are not satisfactorily met.
"They (the administration) don't understand the total problem," Clarett
said.

OTHER MINORITY student opinions differed concerning the substance of
demands.
Ed Holmes, a senior recreation administration major, said he does not feel
the demands deal adequately with the minority student problem.
"They really aren't asking for much," he said. "Even if the demands are
met, nothing will come from them"
Holmes also expressed concern about the large leadership turnover In
University minority organizations.
"A LOT OF outgoing blacks have graduated, so things done in the past won't
get done this year," Holmes said, noting that this quarter the number of entering black freshmen also has decreased.
Frederick Boddie, a senior production management major, said he feels the
demands brought out the key issues that face minorities.
"1 think minority students were not taken seriously," he said. "But things
were opening up at the end of last year."
However, Boddie said he does not feel the climate at the University will
change overnight for minority students.
"There Mot be much change from spring to fall," Boddie conjectured. "It's
definitely a gradual process."
ALTHOUGH HE DID not play an active role in last year's unrest, Percy
Brooks, a senior public administration major, said he was aware of the unrest
and thinks the atmosphere at the University is Improving for minority students.
Brooks, chairman of the Black Board of Cultural Activities, said he thinks the

Realtors report little space available for
students seeking off-campus housing
by Paul O'Donntll
ataff reporter

As an overflow of University students
are being housed in converted floor
lounges and motel rooms, some
students are looking for accomodations
off-campus.
But several area realtors reported
yesterday that those too, are filled to
capacity.
Edward M. Carty, manager of
Campus Manor Apartments, 505 Clough
St., said he has been sold out since the
end of February, even before the
University relaxed the rule that freshmen and sophomores must live in
dormitories for their first two years.
"The location and the proximity to
the University is the key," Carty said,
citing the closeness of his apartments to
the University as the reason they sold
out so quickly.
MAXINF. GUYTON, manager of
Winthrop Terrace Apartments, 400 E.
Napoleon Road., said she also has been
sold out for some time, but noted that
there were several openings last week

after some tenants decided not to
return to school.
Both Carty and Guyton said they do
not expect to have any openings
throughout the remainder of the year.
They also said there was not a large
demand by freshmen and sophomores
for their apartments.
The remaining realty companies in
Bowling Green which sell to University
students also reported limited to full
housing situations.
Jean Lupica of the Student Consumer
Union (SCU), said that not many offcampus apartments or houses are
available. SCU provides information
about
off-campus
housing
for
University students.
"AT THIS POINT, there isn't a whole
lot left," Lupica said. "There is very
little available close to campus."
She said most students begin apartment-hunting in January, but added
that every year the hunt begins earlier.
Robert G. Rudd, director of
University housing, said that a larger
than normal amount of upperclassmen
requested on-campus housing for fall.

Rudd said it Is hard to tell if this could
be considered one of the primary
reasons for the fall housing crunch.
Housing for upperclassmen was
closed 30 days earlier than usual, he
added.
HE CITED increasing rent and utility
rates as the main reasons why so many
upperclassmen requested on-campus
housing this year.
Rudd said a large percentage of
students move back on campus after a
year of living off campus, especially
those students who are required to
serve internships, cooperatives or
student teach.
Former off campus students are not
the only ones who appear to be returning to dormitory life.
"A lot of students who normally
would have commuted are living on
campus because of gas prices," Rudd
said.
He said another reason why students
move back on campus after a year off
campus Is because of a lack of coordination and cooperation among
numerous roommates.

demands will necessitate a positive movement by minority students, not
radical changes.
He said he sees the demands as a way to bring unity to the University.
"We have to feel secure," Brooks said. "It I the unrest) created a warmness."
He added that he thinks the administration treated minority students fairly in
its handling of the demands.
WHILE MOST minority students interviewed think they are not understood
by the University, not all agree.
One minority student, who preferred to remain anonymous, said he thinks
minorities at the University have many opportunities not found at other
universities.
Not all minority students took an active role in last year's unrest. Howard
Smith, a senior industrial management major, said he was aware of the unrest
but was not involved because of his involvement in athletics.
EUGENE HENDERSON and Tony North, both sophomores, said they ware
not involved in the unrest because they were uncertain about expressing their
opinions during their freshmen years.
"I was Just a freshman," North said. "I had feelings but I kept them to
myslef."
Both North and Henderson said they would participate if a sit-in were to take
place this year, however.
Another minority student, who also wanted to remain anonymous, said she
felt the University finally was made aware of the problems confronting
minority students.

WBGU-TV merger talks cancelled;
staff breathes sigh of relief
by Rick Rlmelapach
stall reporter

Discussions which could have led to a
merger between WBGU-TV and
WGTE-TV in Toledo were called off last
June by University President Hollis A.
Moore, Jr.
Moore, who could not be reached for
comment yesterday, said in a news
release last July that the talks were
canceled because "it is my conclusion
that the best interests of the two
stations and the general public would
not be served by the creation of a new
entity at this time."
During the negotiations, several
problems arose that could not be
resolved leading to the termination of
the talks, said Dr. Duane E. Tucker,
WBGU station manager.
Those problems included WGTE's
desire to phase out WBGU as a
production center and Its demand for
majority representation if a new board
of trustees were to be formed.
THE DECISION ended nearly five
months of talks initiated in late

January by Moore and Byron West,
chairman of the Greater Toledo
Educational Television Foundation.
The Focus of the exploratory
discussions was on whether a merger
would save both stations money,
Tucker said.
Robert Smith, station manager of
WGTE, said it was not his station's idea
to start the talks or stop them.
"The talks were initiated by the
Bowling Green president and they were
cancelled by the Bowling Green
president. We have always been in a
responsive mode, not a pro-action
mode," Smith said.
Dr. Robert K. Clark, chairman of the
radio-TV-film department in the School
of Speech, said he was very happy to
see the merger talks fall through.
"I THINK IT must have been a case
where they looked at all the disadvantages as far as losing student Jobs
and internships versus keeping all the
good things we have now," Clark said.
A member of the Broadcast Policy
Committee, Clark said WBGU not only
gives
students
experience
in

professional television, but also
provides good public relations for the
University.
"Something like that gets the
University's name out a lot, and you
just can't measure the value of that,"
Clark said.
Engineer John Baker echoed the
feelings of the students in saying that he
was glad the talks have ended. He
added that not only would the merger
have hurt the WBGU workers, but
Northwest Ohio viewers would not have
been as well-aerved by one station aa
they are by two.
Another student worker at WBGU,
Jeff A. Little, a sophomore visual
communication technology major, said
he was relieved to hear the merger was
called off because staff morale was low
concerning the possibility of losing the
facilities.
"No other college in Ohio offers
facilities like these. We have a tot of
pride in them. I think the threatened
loss of all this has fired us up a little
bit," Little said.

(OPEN 24 HOURS)
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New policy instituted for student room construction
by Gary Benz
staff reporter
Technical support services policy
procedure memorandum number 11.
To most persons this probably makes
no sense. But to anyone of the more
than 6.000 residence hall students, it is
better known as the Room Construction
Policy.
Construction refers to any material
not installed by the University that
raises floors, lowers ceilings or
provides partitions in rooms. Wall
paneling or bed construction also are
included. Most students refer to this
construction as lofts.
Until last summer, there was no
official policy concerning room construction. However, after an incident
last spring quarter in which a fraternity
room with a loft caught fire, Howard
Rutter, city fire chief, recommended
that all such lofts be prohibited by the
University.
RUTTER ALONG with the directors
of Residence Life, Department of
Environmental Services and the
University architects, developed an
official campus policy concerning
student construction in University
housing.
Rutter said it was a matter of safety
that he could not condone the lofts. He
added that he agrees with the new
policy.
Just what does the new policy include? Among other stipulations, the
sleeping platforms must be constructed
so that the top of the mattress is at least
32 inches from the ceiling and all
material used must be fire retardant.
To many students this may pose
problems. Fire retardant wood is extremely expensive to buy, while fire
retardant paint can cost twice as much
as a gallon regular paint.
JIM IANNUCCI, a senior industrial
technology major and a resident of Phi
Delta Theta fraternity, is one such
student who has run into problems.
"One year, they tell us we can do
anything we want, then in the middle of
the summer they change policy,"
Ianuccisaid.
He also said that he must alter the loft
he has had since last year to conform to

the new policy. Failure to do so would
result in the University removing his
loft and charring him a $50 fine.
"We haven't done anything about it
yet. I guess we'll Just wait for the architect to come to us," Ianucci added.
WILLIAM LANNING, director of
Residence Life Area Two, which Includes Kreischer, McDonald, Kohl and
Rodgers residence halls, said he does
not look at the new policy as a
restrictive one, rather, it insures the
student's safety.
"Most colleges won't permit construction," Lanning said. "BG took the
stand to let students build. They'll
appreciate their rooms more."
At first glance, one easily could get
the idea that the main purpose of the
new policy, which is available from the
Office of Residence Life, is to
discourage students from building in
their rooms.
"Not at all," Lanning said. "Sure, if
we were dragging our feet and taking
two or three weeks to go through the
requests, then I'd say we were trying to
discourage building. But we're trying to
process the requests as soon as
possible, usually in one day, so the
student can get going on his loft."
LANNING DID ADD that the new
policy probably will create a lot more
work for the University architects.
Tom Porter, assistant University
architect, agreed with Lanning that the
policy is creating more work for him,
but added, "someone's got to do it."
A newcomer to the architect's office,
Porter said that all he has been doing
since he got here is going over requests
for room construction.
photo by Tim Carrlg

"I've been taking the student's
sketches and drawing them to scale to
make sure they do not violate any
building or safety codes," Porter said.
"The main thing we're concerned
about Is safety. We want to make sure
the lofts won't fall down," he added.
PORTER SAID that he has received
between 20 and 30 requests for building
and expects that amount to double
within the next few weeks.

Enrico A. Varricchlo, a Junior accounting major, and William H.
Weaver, a Junior human resource planning major, reconstruct their
loft to conform to new University policy. According to University
regulations, the residents of Delta Tau Delta fraternity must

Ted Nichols, Kohl Hall director, said
he has only received a few requests for
construction.
He believes that the new policy will
tend to hinder people from builing in
their
rooms because
of the
bureaucratic process involved.

IFYOULIKECOORS

"I don't want the new guidelines to
discourage people from building in
their rooms," Nichols said. "Although
the new guidelines are there for safety
purposes, most of the lofts in the past
have been safe anyway,'' he added.
MARK

DAVIS, houseparent for

construct their loft so that the tops of their mattresses are at least
32 Inches from the celling, and the entire structure must be
treated with fire retardant paint.

Sigma Nu fraternity, disagreed with
Davis added that most students have
Nichols' observations.
accepted the new policy.
"We've had several requests for
room construction. I thought it would be
a complicated process, but it's really
"We've had no real problems. I think
very simple. I don't think it's the students would rather go through
discouraging the students at all." Davis this process than not be able to build at
said.
all." he added.
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WHO'S WHO

EDITOR'S NOTE: Who do you rail when you want to talk to the top banana? Clip and save
this chart of some of the names and numbers to call to gripe, compliment or just offer a
suggestion while at the University.

Board of trustees
M. Shad Hanaa
JohnLlpa]
Frailer Reams Jr.
S.ArthurSplegtl
Norman Rood

Charlei Shaoklln
Albert Dyckei
Robert Ladwtg
William Speogler

372-2211

President
HoUlsA.MooreJr.
372-2211

Provost

Vice president,
operations

Vice president,
trustee secretary

Vice president,
development and
alumni affairs

Richard Edr.ards
372-2211

James Hot
37MM1

George Postlch
372-22»5

Michael Ferrari
372-2915

Support services
Ingaram MUllron
372-0114
Norman Bedell
372-2251

Richard Stoner
372-2128
Richard Rehmer
372-2225

News services

Athletics

Clifton Boutelle
372-2*16

James Lessig
372-2401

Bursar
Joseph Martini
372-0114

Associate provost

Vice provost,
Institutional planning and
student affairs

Vice provost,
educational development

Vice provost,
continuing education,
regional
and summer programs

Ramona Cormier
372-2115

Richard EaUn
372-2917

Charles Means
372-4)359

RonMarao
37HM1

Placement services

Health Services

Student Recreation Center

James Galloway
372-2356

John Ketzer
372-2271

R. Ben McGulre
372-2711

Deans

Assistant vice president,
institutional contracts

Equal opportunity
compliance

•dmlssions

Myron Chenault

Beverly Mullins
372-0495

John Martin
372-208*

372-0264

Graduate College:
Elmer Spreltzer
172-2791

Education:
David Elsass
3724)151

Health and Community Services:
Joseph Balogh
372-0242

University Libraries and Learning Resources:
Dwigbt Burllngame
372-285*

Arts and Sciences:
John Eriksen
372-2015

Business Administration:
KarlVogt
372-2747

Musical Arts:
Kenneth Wendrich
372-2181

Fire lands Campos:
Algalee Adams
1-433-55(0

YOUR T-D CARD
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Apply for your
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129
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STERLING

JACK'S 31* HALF
COOKIES
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1

56
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CHIPS
79

With your T-D Card you can dial long-distance
calls from any dormitory phone and save money.
Because toll calls from coin phones cost more. And
our new billing system now makes long-distance
calling even more convenient.

Mix or Match

Snicking Traat

Tortilla Chips
All Types
SAVE 20*

For your Student Toll Dialing Card, stop by our
Stadium Plaza Shopping Center Phone Mart in
person. Your Validation Card, BGSU ID, and an
additional form of identification will be required.
PLEASE NOTE: Accepting "Collect" calls on your dormitory telephone is
prohibited by your University. For your own protection, do not accept
"Collect" calls on dorm phones.
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staff photo by Frank Bralthaupt
Classes get under way today, but It haan't been too long since
on-campus students were moving Into their homes away from
home. Laurie Waterwash, left, a freshman education major,
carries her essentials Into Founders Quadrangle, while Mike
Sepela unloads the car for his daughter, Joan, a sophomore public
relations major, in front of Harshman-Chapman residence hall.

Student financial squeeze: Short-term loans help ease pressure
by Despbu Karl son
Even before classroom doors open,
finances begin to close in on students.
For those who seek relief in emergency
short-term loans, the Student Financial
Aid Office can more than adequately
meet their needs, according to Beryl D.
Smith,
financial
aid
director.
The financial aid office assists about
150 students a quarter with loans of up
to S300 a quarter for fees, and up to 1200
a quarter for off-campus needs.
Short-term loans must be re-paid
within the quarter, at a four percent
interest rate, lnorder for the student to
continue at the University the next
quarter.

The 1972 and 1973 graduating classes
have allocated $3,625 to student
financial aid through the Senior
Challenge program. Under the terms of
the program, a portion of the money
collected is to be used to finance one or
more class projects, and the remainder
is destributed to academic programs or
administrative offices of the students'
choice.
SMITH SAID sufficient funds are
available through the financial aid
office to assist students with their
schooling. "We have $28,000 available
for short-term loans, not including the
money from Senior Challenge," he
said.
The University assists students with
larger amounts of aid under the short-

term loan policy than most other state
universities Smith said. "Some schools
only loan $100 or $150 per quarter," she
added.

loan. Another requirement of a student
loan is that the student be enrolled at
least halftime as determined by the
University.

Much of the available funds are
exhausted at the beginning of each
quarter, but other alternatives are
available
to
the
student.

Haslinger estimated that after about
two weeks of processing time, which
includes a credit check, the decision is
made whether or not to grant the loan.
Undergraduates may borrow $2,500 a
year at the bank and a maximum of
$7,500 prior to graduation. Graduate
students are allowed $5,000 a year and
no more than $15,000 prior to
graduation. Loans are repayed with a 7
percent interest charge.

SEVERAL AREA banks make loans
to students. Hunting ton Bank of Wood
Couinty distributes loans of up to $2,500
to undergraduate students with a 2.5
cumulative point average or higher
who are depositors of the bank and
residents
of
Wood
County.
Diane Haslinger, a staff officer at the
bank, said parents must co-sign for a

SffiCl

NORTHWEST OHIO Bank of Wood
County loans money to students whose

parents have maintained checking and
savings accounts for at least one year
Commercial Loan Officier Bill
Dudley said the bank complies with the
Ohio Student Loan Commission when
granting loans of up to $2,500 a year to
undergraduate full-time students. Six
months after a student is no longer
enrolled in school on a full-time basis,
repayment of the loan begins at an
interest
rate
of
7
percent.
"WE HAVE A phenomenal amount of
requests for loans. For example, we
gave out 70 loans for fall quarter to
students at various schools," he said.
A third area bank serving student
loan needs is the Mid Am Bank of Wood

County, which requires that the student
seeking the loan, or his parents, have
been a member of the bank for at least
five years. The student also must be In
good academic standing with the
University.
Darlene Minnick, branch manager
and assistant vice president, explained
that the bank loans money in compliance with the Ohio Student Loan
Commission which says that an undergraduate student may borrow up to
$2,500
a
year.
Minnick estimated that the bank has
made about 50 loans to students for this
quarter, added that fall quarter is the
busiest time of year for student loans.

new fashion basics for fall
' /

HAS NEW
AND USED TEXTS
PLUS:
• SCHOOL, ART, &
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
• POSTCARDS &
STATIONARY
• SWEATSHIRTS, T-SHIRTS
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SGA president seeks to build group's credibility
Zinicola sets sights on examining freshman English course,
bringing shuttle bus and escort services back into operation
by Jeff Diver

staff reporter
Although sometimes overlooked or
taken for granted, the Student
Government Asaaociation (SGA) is the
representative body for University
Students.
This year SGA will attempt to build up
its credibility and interest more
students in its activities, according to
SGA President Michael D. Zinicola.
Zinicola, 24, replaced Michael C. Voll
as president spring quarter. Zinicola
was presidential assistant to Voll for
three quarters.
Zinicola said SGA has set up a
publicity coommittee "to make sure
people know what we are doing. We
want students to find out.
I LOOK at it (SGA) as sort of the
student
representation
at
the
University, making sure their voices
are heard." the pre-law economics
major said.
"SGA is really the student boy itself."

compiling an advising pamphlet for
distribution this fall to all dormitory
rooms and off-campus mailboxes,
Zinicola said. The pamphlet contains
sources of academic advising, career
planning, psychological counseling and
aid for the handicapped.

Mike Zinicola

SGA WILL continue to study the
University English program, he added.
Surveys were completed by English 111
and 112 students and graduate students
last spring and the results are being
compiled for review by SGA.

"IN THE PROCESS of a switching
administration, it (the escort service)
Just kind of got lost," Zinicola said.
The service would provide escorts to
any student wishing to travel around
the University but not to drinking
establishments in the city, he said. The
service was provided free of charge last
year.
"We have a little problem getting
people to man it," Zinicola said.
The shuttle bus service will "provide
transportation in the cold winter
months at the University," he added.
"With proper leadership and a little bit
of push, we can have success in these
areas," he said.
ONE ISSUE THAT could cause much

/*
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WORK PAYS OFF!
Workshop on Student Employment
WHEN

- Saturday, September 29
8:45 am -11:30 am
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

WHERE

-Alumni Room
3rd floor, University Union

WHY

- To provide students (especially freshmen) with
skills and information needed to secure campus
employment.

WHO

Sponsored by:
Counseling and Career Development Center
Financial Aid and Student Employment
University Placement Services

Preregistration is requested. Stop in the Student Employment
Program Office, 460 Student Services Building before Thursday,
September 27.

option of more classes on Friday, "
Zinicola said.
"It's a sticky situation. We have to
work with the administration and make
them understand our position and
feelings on the situation. They have
some valid points."
When asked if he felt allowing more
classes on Friday was an attempt to
stifle Thursday night partying, Zinicola
said, "that issue could be a side effect
but I don't think that's a major point."
He added that he doesn't think the
change would stop Thursday night
partying.
Zinicola will stress communication
between executive officers and
senators this year.
"I thought last year's student
government did a nice Job, but there
was a definite gap between senators
and executive officers," he said. "A lot
of senators didn't feel a part of it."
Zinicola said many of the plans for
this year's projects are not yet final
since SGA still is in an organizational
stage.

(Share a\
ride with)
a friend./
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FALL CLEARANCE SALE

controversy within SGA is Friday
classses. University President Hollis A
Moore Jr. proposed that the class
schedule grid be changed to "put the

"I thought last year's
student government did a nice
job, but there was a definite
gap between senators and
executive officers. A lot of
senators didn't feel a part of
it.

THE PAMPHLET was considered
after SGA noticed the large student
dropout rate last fall quarter and
"found the students were stressed and
didn't know where to go," Zinicola said.
He said SGA worked with the Ohio
Student Association (OSA) to keep
students' instructional fees for the 198081 academic year from surpassing
consumer price index increases.
"We gained a little respect from the
>>
state legislature on that issue,"
Zinicola said.
SGA also worked with OSA on a state
bill now being considered by the
"We're going to institute it (block
legislature, which would allow a
student legal service to be organized. watch) with some changes to alleviate
Such a service now is prohibited by the vandalism of last year," the
Cleveland native said.
state law, Zinicola said.
Two SGA projects Zinicola feels will
be reinstated this year are the escort
service and shuttle bus service.

"I look at it (SGA) as sort of
the student representation at
the University, making sure
their voices are heard. SGA is
really the student body itself.
SGA is comprised of five executive
officers; 16 senators, one for each
dormitory or group of dormitories and
members of eight boards. The
president has two assistants.
Last year's activities included

Since the formation of the Bowling
Green Community Crime Prevention
Committee, SGA has been working with
it to develop a city block watch
program.

THE SOURCE
Records-Tapes & Paraphernalia
518 East Wooster across from Founders
HOURS: 10-9 Mon.- Sat. 12-6 Sun.
Phone 352-7444
"Where Something new is happening."

Make us your
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Tights
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Warm up Sox
Swim Suits

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

The Treasure House
FEATURING:
"HAND CRAFTED
INDIAN JEWELERY"
BLUE GRASS RECORDS,
TAPES & T-SHIRTS
LOCATED IN THE UPSTAIRS
THE WOOSTER BAZAR

325 E. WOOSTER
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►The Family Restaurant'

Thursday Night
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Know-it-alls

Help for schedule woes
Here are the answers to questions frequently asked of the Office of
Registration and Records:

Busy Fact Line tackles questions ranging from crucial to trivial

QUESTION: When w!U registration and drop-add occur?
ANSWER: Registration and drop-add will take place according to the
following
schedule:
Today through Friday - 8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Grand Ballroom, Union.
Monday through Wednesday, Oct. 3 - 8 a.m.-S p.m. - Community Suite, Union.
Appointment times are available for open registration. Also, late fees and a $3
charge lor change of schedule begins today.

by Jalf Diver
staff reporter
What is the name of Orphan Annie's
dog? Where is the home of the cartoon
characters Rocky and Bullwinkle?
What is the University record for the
number of students stuffed in a closet?

Qt ESTION: How will new students receive their identification cards?
ANSWER: New freshmen and transfer students living on campus who
registered between July 10 and Aug. 9 may get their identification cards at the
dorms Students not receiving an identification card should complete the ID
Request Card at the dorm.
New freshmen and transfer students living off campus who registered between July 10 and Aug. 9 will receive an inform-o-gram at their local mailing
address i e.g. on-campus mailbox) when their identification cards can be obtained. Students not receiving an inform-o-gram should complete the ID
Request Card at the Office of Registration and Records.

The answers to these and other
questions are as close as the nearest
telephone and Fact Line, at 372-244}.
By the way, the name of Orphan
Annie's dog is Arf, and the home of
Rocky and Bullwinkle is Frostbite
Falls, Mont. And the University record
for closet stuffing was set April 15,1977,
when 11 Harshman-Dunbar women
crammed themselves into a 36 cubicfoot closet.

QUESTION: How can students identify room locations for their classes?
ANSWER: Room locations are identified on the Fall 1979 student schedules.
Classroom assignment papers will be posted throughout campus.
QUESTION: Will main campus undergraduate students living off campus
receive on-campus mailboxes?
ANSWER: Yes The boxes are located in 208 Moseley Hall. Each student box
has a permanently assigned number based on registrations as of Sept. 10,1979.
Students will keep the same box number for the academic year.
All main campus undergraduate students living off campus will be assigned a
mailbox number. The box number will be posted near the mall room. It also is
available by contacting the Off-Campus-Commuter Center or Fact line.

Although Fact Line can answer such
trivia questions, the service is
primarily for student "survival-type"
questions such as building locations,
drop-add class deadlines or phone
numbers, according to Gardner A.
McLean Jr., assistant director of the
University News Service.

QUESTION: What are the drop-add deadlines for Fall 1979?
ANSWER: Dates to remember for drop-add are:
Oct 3-Last day to add.
Oct. 10 - Last day to drop.
Oct. 17 - Last day to change from grade to s-u or s-u to grade.
Nov.7-LastDavtoWP.
QUESTION: Where can students receive registration and advising
assistance?
ANSWER: Information related to registration can be obtained from the
Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Bldg., 372-0441.
Assistance relative to advising can be received at each college office and at
the University Division of General Studies, 231 Administration Bldg., 372-0202.

"FACT LINE is here to help answer questions," McLean said. "If you
really need to know how whales do 'It,'
we're here to answer.

"But we don't guarantee we can
Fact Line began in spring 1971 as a
answer every question," he added.
rumor control service in the Vietnam
War era. Besides setting students
Brent Harless, student coordinator of straight on rumors, the service
Fact Line and one of 12 Fact Line provided other information, McLean
operators, recalls being confronted said.
with the question, "Can you get an
elephant in Anderson Arena?" He said
"WHEN FACT LINE was started, it
he replied, "You can probably get a was found out there was a need for an
baby elephant in the arena."
information service," hesaid.
ttles rumors such as those created
"A lot of people are silly," McLean during the blizzard of 1978 when water
said. "We try to discourage 'stump the and electricity were temporarily
Fact Line'games."
disconnected.
PEGGY PALKOVIC, special projects
director and a Fact Line operator, said
a few of the stranger questions she has
been asked have included "When's
lunch period?," "How many eggs are
produced in Kentucky?," and "What's
the boiling point of a sparrow?"
"You're always helping someone and
it's never the same. There is always a
surprise," she said.

To answer the 182,000 questions Fact
Line received last academic year, the
operators relied upon numerous trivia
books, almanacs and file folders,
besides the crowded bulletin board
above the four constantly ringing
phones, McLean said.

QUESTION: Where should students report any changes In their local, billing,
parent or home mailing addresses?
ANSWER: Students with any address change should request an address
change card at the information center In the Office of Registration and
Records.
QUESTION: Where can students receive assistance regarding transfer
evaluations?
ANSWER: Transfer evaluations are administered by the Office of
Registration and Records.
^^^^^^^^

University students, faculty and staff
will have to let their fingers do the
walking In the University Temporary
Student Telephone Directory until
November when permanent phone
books will be available.
The temporary listings of most
students' on-campus addresses and
phone numbers were distributed this
week.
Bound phone books Including student,
faculty, staff and office listings, now

are being compiled by University
Publications, according to Deb Weiser,
writer-editor.
The books will resemble those
published by commercial phone
companies, Weiser said, except they
will Include advertising to help support
production costs.
Weiser noted that it costs about
$8,000-12,000 to print about 10,000 of the
directories. Last year the University
printed directories In newspaper style
similar to this year's temporary book in
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EACH FACT LINE operator works a
three-hour shift answering as many as
450 calls. Fact Line can be contacted
between 10 a.m. and midnight, Monday
through Friday, and noon to midnight
on Saturday and Sunday.
The operator positions "are one of the
highest-paid student jobs on campus,
and it's darn well worth it," McLean
said.
The first spring Fact Line was in
operation it answered 3,900 calls and

"The operators are working at
capacity, so if we get more calls this
year that means the operators are
processing the calls quicker," he said
adding that Fact Line's capacity is
190,000 calls during an academic year.
IT JUST SEEMED like the maximum
challenge at the University," Palkovic
said, explaining why she wanted to
become a Fact Line operator.
"It's always a challenge-to find
information and to research," Harless
said.
Because a requested budget increase
was defeated, Fact Line will continue to
have only one operator per shift,
McLean said.
General Telephone Co. (GTE) did a
study last fall quarter and found that 51
percent of the Fact Line calls were not
getting through, McLean said. He
encourages callers to keep trying
because Fact Line is "swamped with
calls."
Although Fact Line might not be able
to tell you the number of bathrooms in
McDonald Quadrangle, it may be able
to answer that crucial question on your
mind.

Temporary phone directories distributed on campus

QUESTION: Can students still obtain copies of their summer 1979 grades?
ANSWER: Yes. Copies of student summer grades remain available at the
Office of Registration and Records, Rm. 110 Administration Bldg.

THE
GREAT ESCAPE.

One tale was that the University was
going to airlift all students to
Cleveland. Another was that there was
no food in the city, McLean said, adding
that Fact Line answered 10,000 calls
during
the
four-day
ordeal.
"We still do work in an emergency,"
hesaid.

this quarter McLean expects 65,000
calls.

1
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an attempt to save on production cost:
But that experiment proved futile,
Weiser said.
She explained that faculty complained that their newsprint copies
were easily lost, stolen or ripped. In
response to those complaints, the
University published a bound facultystaff directory, which was not
distributed to students. But that move
resulted in student complaints.
To circumvent the entire "disaster",
as Weiser termed it, the University will

print one bound edition of phone
numbers. The book will not be
published until November so that
changes in rooms and offices can be
updated in the new version, she said.
The listings are not limited to oncampus students or offices. Off-campus
students can be included in the permanent edition by filling out a card,
listing their phone numbers and addresses, at the housing or registrar's
offices within the next two weeks,
according to the housing off ice.
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Soviets tackle smog with trees, says prof forum
by Paula Window
managing editor

effects of smog coming from their
factories, Noble said.

In the United States, one might
commonly think of maple and oak trees
as sources of beauty, shade and wood.
But in parts of the Soviet Union, they
serve another vital purpose - relieving
the affects of air pollution.
At least that is what Soviet scientists
believe, according to Dr. Reginald D.
Noble, associate professor of biology at
the University. Noble returned last
weekend from a two-week trip to the
USSR to study air pollution research
and control facilities.
Instead of relying on pollution-control
devises, as is done in the United States,
the Soviets use plants to lessen the

IN CERTAIN HEAVY industrial
centers in the USSR, hardy species of
maples, oaks and trees not indigenous
to the United States are planted along
the wide Soviet streets and spacious
inner-city parks. And the Soviets say it
has made breathing there a little
easier.
"Aesthetically it works," Noble said.
"And the leaves offer a large surface
area on which substances can be absorbed."
Although not usually practiced in the
United States, the idea of using plants
to squelch smog has been used intensively in parts of the USSR for about

10 years, Noble said.
Although he believes the plan
probably is somewhat effective, Noble
added that he had no access to proof
about the system's results.
The botanical approach to pollution
control was observed most by Noble in
the heavily industrialized city of
Donetsk. Noble also visted Kishinev,
another industrial metropolis, and the
educational centers of Moscow and
Leningrad.
HE WAS ACCOMPANIED by Dr.
Leon Dochinger, supervisory plant
pathologist at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's
Forest
Service
Laboratory in Delaware, Ohio. The tour
was a result of a 1972 U.S.-Soviet en-

'Earn while you learn' Is purpose of new ROTC
volunteer program set up for students
by Cynthia A. Whltacker
Students looking for a way to finance
their education may find satisfactory
solution, in a new University program
according to Assistant Professor of
Military Science I, Don Edwards. The
Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) is offering a new program
called the Army ROTC Selected
Reserve Simultaneous Membership
Program (SMP).
SMP is a voluntary officer training
program requiring Reserve Component
(RC) status for eligibility, Edwards
said. Participants will train with
reserve units as officer trainees, hold
the rank of cadet and be paid for the
enlisted grade and years of service
reached.

Edwards said that individuals also
will receive ROTC training for which
they will be paid a monthly $100 subsistence allowance for up to 20 months.
After finishing ROTC, SMP participants will be commissioned and
assigned to Army Reserve or Army
Reserve National Guard units until
they graduate from college, Edwards
said.
According to officials, the SMP is
expected to increase the number of
officers entering the selected reserve.
ENLISTED RESERVE members
and ROTC cadets must meet the
following criteria to participate in the
program:
-be a US citizen.

-be enrolled or intend to enroll in
ROTC Advanced Courses.
-have at least four years remaining
on their enlistment when they enroll In
SMP.
-be less than 25 years of age when
accepted in the program.
-have completed Basic Training,
Military Science I and U, Basic ROTC
Summer Camp, Junior ROTC or one
year at a service academy to qualify for
entrance into Advanced ROTC.
-be enrolled (with at least two years
remaining) or plan to enroll in a fulltime course of instruction leading to a
bachelor or advanced degree from the
Edwards encourages students to
investigate SMP even if they are not
enrolled in ROTC.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
• • Only $2,189 * •

Feb. 1 •- June 1, 1980

FOR EVERYONE
Beginner or advanced. Study Spanish in beautiful Seville. Spain. Earn 2 full years college credit for about the same
cost as a semester here.
.. Come experience the Old World with us in Spain. Fulfill your college requirements and have the time of your life in
a tropical climate.
Whether you're a beginner or advanced, you'll learn Spanish much better than you could in a conventional setting.
Standardized tests prove it Spanish isn't all you'll learn. You'll experience the culture, make lifetime Spanish
friends, and see this part of the world.
Our enthusiastic alumni write and tell us their semester in Spain was the highlight of their college career. Call us
collect. We'll give you their names, addresses and phone numbers to contact for yourself.
Professor Barton Siebring, former Spanish professor at Calvin College for lOyears will lead the rigorous academic
study.
Come with us Feb. 1 -June 1.1980. Round trip jet from Toronto, Canada, room, board and full tuition all for only
12.189 i Government loans and grants apply
Live it! You'll learn more Spanish, and learn it better for about the same cost as sitting in a conventional
classroom. We live in Spanish homes
Don't miss this opportunity, space fills up fast. Call us collect at once for more details. Credits will be accepted by
any college.
SEMESTER IN SPAIN, 2442 East Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Call ,616i 942-2541 collect-A Program of Trinity Christian College

vironmental protection agreement,
which calls for a joint research effort
and exchange of information concerning various types of pollution.
Donetsk is a coal mining and steelproducing hub plagued with heavy
pollution, including toxic sulfur dioxide,
sulfuric acid, acid rain and calcium
carbonate
emissions.
Waste problems resulting from coal
mining operations are evident as one
scans the city's landscape, Noble
recalled. There are huge piles of waste
material from coal mines looming
against the skyline, resembling the
Egyptian
pyramids.
But the waste is not left untouched,
Noble said. The piles, which smolder
slowly and emit sulfur dioxide, are
flooded and then planted with trees and
shrubs while the refuse still is moist.
Irrigation keeps the greenery alive in
the pseudosoil until natural weathering
converts the waste to suitable soil in
about three years.
WHILE DONETSKIANS are fighting
the pollution war with plants, those in
Kishinev don't seem to have a battle
plan for curbing smog, Noble said.
"Kishinev has done virtually nothing
to control pollution with either devices
or agriculture," the scientists said,
adding the city is blemished with
evidence of pollution damage: injury to
plants, erosion of material objects,
thick smog.
He attributes the cities' different
approaches to pollution to their being in
different republics of the USSR.
Donetsk is in the Ukraine and Kishinev
in Moldavia.
"The emphasis on the use of plants
for conservation and ecology is greatly
emphasized In that republic (Ukraine)
for reasons that were not made clear to
me," Noble noted.
Yet even with Kishinev's apparent
lack of action toward controlling
pollution the Soviets seem more concerned with ecology than Americans,
Noble said. Billboards with ecological
themes are common sights in major
Soviet cities. And the Soviets' appreciation for nature seems to pervade
even the most industrial cities.
NOBLE SPECULATED that this
attitude may have come to the USSR
from Europe.
"In Western Europe, because of the
overcrowding, there's been a fairly

long tradition where there has been
appreciation for the environment
because of limited open space.
"My guess is that this probably has
traveled over to the European side of
the Soviet Union," he concluded.
But
government-mandated
technological controls on pollution so
common in the United States seem rare
in the Soviet Union, he continued.
"We were told there were instituted
some fairly rigorous pollution control
standards in Leningrad and that
several industries had been closed
(because of heavy pollution)," Noble
said.
There also are few automobile emmission restrictions, which have
become commonplace in the United
States. Although there are fewer cars
per person in the Soviet Union than in
the United States, the streets in major
Soviet cities such as Moscow are
crammed with automobiles, Noble
said.
Automobile emission problems also
may be smaller in the USSR because of
its advanced mass transit system,
which discourages private transportation.
Noble said he thinks the United States
could pick up a few pollution-handling
pointers from the Soviets.
"RELYING MORE ON mass transit
certainly is a good idea," he said. "And
maybe we might want to give much
more serious consideration to the use of
plants as cleansing agents. They can
play an important role."
Soviet methods might look especially
promising with prospects of increased
coal use in the United States, the
biologist said. Whereas coal used here
ranges in sulfur content from VI
percent, Soviet coal reportedly is only
.7 percent sulfur, Noble said.
"We may triple consumption of coal
by 1985," he said. "Unless there are
some technological advances which
permit cleaning up that coal or permitting cleaning up of (factory smoke)
stacks, then we can appreciate some
substantial increase in sulfur dioxide
emissions."
The US-Soviet pollution agreement
will continue with short term exchange
programs by which Soviet scientists
will work in U.S. research laboratories
while American researchers visit
Soviet labs, Noble said.

Editor's Note: Do you have a question
on your mind that yon never had had
the never to ask? Let the BG News ask
It for you. Questions and answers will
be featured In the new weekly column,
Forum. Questions can range from
factual
gueries
to
off-the-cuff
challenges.
Reasonable questions addressed to
University or city personel will be
considered for this column to be printed
each Wednesday. The name, address
and phone number of the questioner
must be included. The News reserves
the right to reject or clarify any
question as it deems necessary.
Questions should be sent to Forum, the
BG News, 106 University Hall.
This week's question was contributed
by the News staff to open the weekly
column.
To Jim Corbitt, director of University
food operations:
Are University cafeteria prices
jacked-up to make a profit?
"No, we are budgeted to break even
each fiscal year, and as a matter of
fact, with the increase of IIS per
quarter to the coupon plan, we are able
to keep the same price structure that
we started with in the fall of 1978.
Additionally, one supporting element to
keep those prices stable this year was
the success of our annual purchases in
which we were able to make some very
favorable purchases for the University."

VOLUNTEER YOUR TIME
TO HtLP ONE ADULT HARM TD READ.
TRAINING PROVIDED
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
CONTACT:
Bowling Green State University
Right to Read Reading Academy
301 Hayes Hall
or Call
372-0402
352-1643
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DRIVE THRU
300 E. Wooster, B.G.O.
2741 Woodville Rd., Toledo
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Save 36
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Wednesday Roast Beef Special
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American Cancer
Society

IT'LL CHANGE \OUR THINKING
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Roy Rogers

Cancer is
often curable.
The fear
of cancer is
often fatal.
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Falcons shutout
by Chippewas
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

Bowling Green kicker John Spengler
booted his second half kick off high into
the gusting wind Saturday at Doyt L.
Perry Field.
The ball sailed over the tgwo Central
Michigan players in the end zone, hit
the cross bar of the goal post and
bounded over.
The play drew one of the biggest
reactions of the day from the 12,069
fans. And why not
It was the closest thing that even
looked like a score for BG, as Central
Michigan manhandled the Falcons 24-0.
THE SHUTOUT was the first time
Bowling Green has been held scoreless
in 94 games, dating back to 1970 against
Toledo.
The Chippewas defense clamped
down on the Falcon offense, not
allowing a BG first down until 10:16 in
the second quarter when fullback Dave
Windatt went off right guard for 10
yards.
Bowling Green managed just seven
first downs all day, while Central
Michigan had 25,21 on the ground.
The Chippewas' dominance can
easily be seen in one statistic - total
offensive plays. Central Michigan ran
91 plays for 380 yards, more than
doubling the Falcons' 44 plays.
"WEDIDNT expect to dominate
them defensively," Central Michigan
Coach Herb Deromedi said. "We just
had the ball a lot of time. Jeff
Hogeboom I quarterback I was able to
get the short yardage in important
situations."
Dominate on defense is exactly what
CMU did. The Chippewas held BG to 42
yards rushing and 59 yards passing.
Falcon quarterback Mike Wright hit
just six of 14 passes, and had one interception.

"They have an awfully good defense.'BG Coach Denny Stolz said, "they
always have. I thought our defense
played pretty darn well considering the
field position. They were on the field
forever."
Despite CMU's tearing the Falcons
apart statistically in the first half, BG
had the opportunity to go in the
lockerroom at half down just 7-0.
CENTRAL HAD jumped on top in the
first quarter on a nine-yard TD run by
Mike Ball that capped a 58-yard drive in
9 plays.
But late in the second quarter,
Central Michigan punted on fourth and
13 at BG's 38 yard-line.
Falcon Dan Shetler who had signaled
a fair catch dropped the ball and CMU's
Craig newhofrecovred it at the 17 to set
up the Chippewas' next score.
WILLIE TODD carried the ball in the
end zone from the one yard line with
just 19 seconds left.
"He (Shetler) is supposed to put his
heels on the 10-yard line and catch
anything in front of him. "Stolz said."
When Dan Shetler drops a punt, Dan
Shetler drops a punt. He's our No.l pass
receiver and No.l punt returner."
The second half was no better than
the first for BG. The Falcons
penetrated to CMU's 31 on their first
series, but Spengler's field goal attempt
was wide.
Hogeboom scored on an option left
from the 14 yard-line on the second play
of the fourth quarter.
Novo Bojovic finished the scoring
later with a 44 yard field goal.
It was the Chippewas second straight
shut-out after stopping Western
Michigan 10-0 in its opener.

Falcon senior John Fltzpatrick (85) and sophomore Jac
Tomasello (5) tumble to the ground after breaking up a pass Intended for Central Michigan's Brian Blank (82) In Saturday's

stall photo by Frank Brelthaupt
game. BG lost the Mid-American Conference battle 24-0 at Doyl L
Perry Field.
*

Falcons'problems can't be pinpointed to one area

Bowling Green's defensive unit
should ask for overtime pay after
Saturday's 24-0 trouncing by Central
Michigan.
The Chippewa offense reeled off 91
total offensive plays and controlled the
ball for 39:20 of the 60 minute game .
Afterwards, BG Coach Denny Stolz
I proclaimed "our defense played a good
football game." That might be stret| ching it a little.
It seems hard to comprehend a
I defense that gave up 380 net yards, 307
I of which were on the ground, having a
|good game.

eeiaBaaa^^^^^^^^B

sideline
Dave Lewandowski
assistant sports editor

"We were a poor offensive team
today and we got whipped," Stolz said.
"We were a better offensive team
against Iowa State than today."
He was never more right.
At the beginning of the season the
offense was supposedly the unit that
would carry the Falcons. But things
have turned around the last two weeks.
BG has been outscored 62-10 in the last
two games. Their only touchdown was
set up by a pass interception by Jim
Sheets against Iowa State. A John
Spengler field goal was the only other
score.

THE FALCONS couldn't stop the
CMU offense long enough to give the
offense the ball.
And when the BG offense had the ball,
they couldn't sustain a drive long
|enough to give the defense time to get a
ink of water.
The heralded Falcon offense gained
302 yards during the entire game. They
DAVE WINDATT was the top ball
st more yards rushing 149) than they carrier for BG with 49 yards in 10
gained (43). Mike Wright wt i erratic at carries with his longest carry 12 yards.
uarterback completing six of 14 passes Wright's longest carry was 10 yards
or 59 yards and one interception.
and his longest pass completion was 17
CMU showed why they are nationally yards to Willie Matthews in the fourth
anked in team defense. They are a quarter.
ood defensive football team. But the
The players aren't the only ones to be
alcons are supposed to have a good questioned. Two questionable decisions
ftensive team.
by Stolz may have cost the Falcons two

. _■
good scoring chances. The best ones
they had all day.
late in the first quarter, on a fourth
and one situation at BG's 44, Stolz sent
John Higgins into punt. His boot went
only 17 yards against the brisk wind and
was returned six yards. The gain - just
11 yards. What's II yards compared to
keeping a drive alive?

Then, trailing 7-0, BG drove to the
CMU 38. On fourth and seven, Stolz
elected to punt again. This time with
the wind. Higgins kicked the ball in the
end zone. The ball came out to the 20,
making the exchange just 18 yards.
The punt killed BG's longest drive of
13 plays.
It's easy to second guess Stolz now.
But BG was the underdog in the game
and underdogs have to bike chances.
The underdog Cleveland Browns took
chances Monday night against Dallas
and came out a winner.
The game was a total disaster for BG,
The defense was trampelled although
battle fatigued after 30 minutes of play.
The offense was non-existant and must
be regenerated for this weekend's
game against Western Michigan. If not,
it could be a long season for the
Falcons.

Women harriers pass big test
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

we coulcfhave possibly done at this time
of year. We've only been practicing two
weeks."
The Falcons found themselves on
slightly different terrain than the
University Golf Course, where home
meets are run.
"It was a true cross country race,"
Sink said. "Nothing like running on
fairways. It was on a horse steeple
chase course, thick grass and heavy.
You need a lot of strength to run a
course like that.
'When you run a heavy course, being
in shape is more important than when
you run on a fast course."

While University students begin
lasses today, Bowling Green's
women's cross country team took a big
test Saturday and according to BG
roach Sid Sink they passed "with flying
:olors."
Before the Falcons left for Lexington,
fcy , and the Kentucky Invitational,
link said that, this, the first invitational
neet of the year, would be "a real eyeipener" for his inexperienced team.
lowever, before this season is finished,
t could be the other midwest schools
eepinganeyeon BG.
The harriers turned in their second
DESPITE their lack of practice time,
onsecutive strong showing, snaring the runners lived up to the task. Senior
ifth place in the 11-team field with 149 Becky Dodson took 12th place in the
oints.
5,000-meter run with a time of 19:44.
Freshmen Stephanie Eaton and Kathy
PURDUE, capturing five places in Kaczor followed closely behind, 23rd
le top ten, walked away with the and 29th in the race, with marks of 20:26
hampinnship totaling only 26 points.
and 20:42, respectively.
They i Purdue) could be in the top "Becky (Dodson) ran super," Sink
Ive teams in the nation," Sink said. said. She's a strong runner. That's one
As tar as team score, we did the best of the reasons why."

I
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Dodson said that she likes running on
this type of course because it helps her
concentrate more.
"It's a real cross country course,"
Dodson said, "It psyched me up to run
in these type of conditions. (But) I just
feel that I can improve a lot more yet. I
feel like a couple more weeks of slave
driving and I'll be up there where I
should be."
THE ROUGH course did not affect
Kaczor, who is trying to come back
after a lower leg injury.
Kaczor said it will still be awhile until
she's back one hundred percent.
"I usually run all summer," she said.
"I didn't run a step i this year). It'sstill
giving me problems. It bothers me if I
pound on it a lot.
The Boilermakers' Alanna McCarthy
paced the meet with a time of 18:14
finishing ahead of teammate Diane
Bussa and her mark of 18:28.

staff photo by Frank Brelthaupt
A Central Michigan tackier attempts to bring down Bowling Green fullback Dave
Windatt (35). The Chippewa defense held the Falcons to 42 yards rushing.

Runners even record with win
by Rob Boukissen
stall reporter

Under adverse conditions, the
Bowling Green's men's cross country
team evened its record at 2-2 Saturday
by defeating Ohio University, 18-41, in
Athens.
"Considering the circumstances,
things went very well," BG coach Mel
Brodt said. "Their (OU's) course is
very hilly, and it rained throughout the
whole meet which made it slippery,
too."
Captain Steve Housley and Pete
Murtaugh led the Falcons as they
finished in a tie for first place over the
10,000-meter course in 32:16.
JOHN ANICH came in third place,

nine seconds slower than the leaders,
and Rex Coldren (5th-32:33) and Dave
Agosta (7th-32:39) rounded out the top
five for the Falcons.
BG's performance at Athens pleased
Brodt, however, their overall accomplishments, which include losses to
Toledo and Western Michigan and a
victory over Kent State, have him
perplexed.
"It's hard to tell how we are coming
along." Brodt said. "I,osing (Kevin)
Ryan and (Bob) Lunn depleted us a
little, but our guys are coming back.
Things are looking up."
Anich. a junior who sat out last year's
cross country season after competing
his freshman year, echoed Brodt's

optimistic outlook.
"WE HAVE ten strong guys on the
team," he said. "The losses to TU and
Western (which was only a one-point
decision) don't show anything."
Anich also said he thinks the preseason prediction for BG to finish fifth
in the Mid-American Conference
(MAC) is underestimating the Falcons.
"We should finish better than fifth."
he said. "Miami and TU will be strong,
but we have a chance to win the MAC."
Toledo has already defeated the
Falcons, but BG will have a shot at the
other "strong" team in the MAC
Saturday when the harriers travel to
Oxford to run against Miami in an 11
a.m. meet that will cover five miles.
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Bright spots, Peterson said, included
the serving of senior Julie Dillon, the
front court play of senior Diane
Gausman and the all-around performance of junior Caren Aiple .

by Rob Bouklssen
•tall r*port*r

Bowling Green's women's volleyball
coach Pat Peterson described her
team's play over the weekend as
"sporadic," but added that they
"played as well as they should have for
this time of the year."
Peterson's comments came as a
result of her squad's third place finish
in a 12-team pre-season tournament at
Wayne State Saturday. This tournament, which included 11 Michigan
schools and BG, acts as a tune-up for
the upcoming season and will not be
counted in the Falcons' final record.

By The Associated Press

of this experience this season in their
quest for a better record than last year
and a state championship in November.
The Falcons will begin their regular
season Friday by taking on Midwest
volleyball powers Ball State and
Chicago Circle at Muncie, Ind. They
will then travel to Indiana University
Saturday for a dual match with the
Hoosiers.
Peterson admitted that her team is a
little behind schedule in comparison
with the competition because of BG's
late school start, but she added that she
will find out exactly how ready the
Falcons are this weekend following
their three matches.

"This team has the best talent in
recent years," Peterson said. "We have
great depth. We have 12 people and we
arel2deep."
A BIG reason for this depth is the
fact that the Falcons lost only two
players to graduation from last year's
team, which finished 18-12.
Peterson is hoping to take advantage

Bruins ready for OSU battle
Donahue for their performances at
Wisconsin
were tailback Anthony
Edgar, who carried a school record 39
times for 168 yards; place-kicker Peter
Boermeester, who kicked three field
goals to give him a school record total
of 25 for his career; quarterback Rick
Bashore, who completed seven of 10
passes for 128 yards; wide receiver
Michael Brant and All-America safety
Kenny Easley.
"To carry the ball that many times
and not fumble was a major accomplishment," said Donahue of
Edgar, who returns to second-string
status with the return of McNeil.
"I felt it was one of Rick's top games
at UCLA from several standpoints,"
Donahue said of Bashore. "Overall, he
really performed well. The impression
I got was he gained a lot of confidence."
Ohio State brings a 3-0 mark into
Saturday's game. The Bruins are 2-1.
"They're a very good team, very
sound fundamentally," said Donahue of
the Buckeyes. "They're not going to
beat themselves. What they'll try to do
is be error-free in turnovers and make
UCLA drive a long way to score "

Donahue referred to the Bruins'
LOS ANGELES (AP) - UCLA Coach
Terry Donahue says the Bruins' game game at Wisconsin, which followed a
against unbeaten Ohio State this pair of contests against teams ranked
Saturday afternoon is "the most im- in the Top 20 - Houston and Purdue.
portant game of the year for us because UCLA rolled to a surprisingly easy 37-12
victory over the Badgers before a
it's this week."
The intersectional affair at the crowd of 78,883 at Madison, Wis.
"Needless to say, I was very pleased
Coliseum will be the final non-league
game of the season for the Bruins, who with the win over Wisconsin," said
begin their Padfic-IO Conference Donahue. "I had feared this game for a
schedule against Stanford at Palo Alto, long time because I thought we might
not be emotionally ready to play.
Calif,on Oct.6.
"I thought it was a big win for us.
"We better have a peak in Palo Alto,
so I'm not going to go stark, raving mad Wisconsin's not all-world but they're
about Ohio State," Donahue said respectable. They're going to win some
Monday at his weekly meeting with the games."
Donahue expressed concern over the
media. "But that doesn't mean I don't
want to beat Ohio State. I do, very Bruins' injury situation, but said that
badly.
leading rusher Freeman McNeil, who
"I want us to play well every week," missed the Wisconsin game because of
continued Donahue. "What you have to a groin pull and the flu, should return
try to do is play consistently every this week. McNeil gained 295 yards on
week. We play one game at a time.
47 carries in UCLA's first two games.
"I think that the game itself, Ohio
But three players - reserve tailback
State on national television, will get the Glenn Cannon and outside linebackers
team up. I'm not concerned about an Glenn Windom and Brad Plemmons emotional letdown, while last week I are scheduled for knee surgery this
was. I'm confident we'll play very hard week and are out for the season.
this week."
Among the players praised by
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AP Top Twenty

Volleyball team third in tourney

The Top Twenty teams In The Associated Press college football poll,
with first-place votes in parentheses, records and total points.
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

So. California (51)
Alabama (13)
Oklahoma
Texas (1)
Missouri
Nebraska
Michigan State
Houston
Washington
Purdue
Michigan
Florida State
Arkansas
Ohio State
Notre Dame
No. Carolina Stale
UCLA
Penn State
Southern Methodist
Louisiana State

There will be a women's
swimming team meeting tomorrow at 4
p.m. in the Rec Center conference
room.
A men's water polo club meeting will
be held at 9 p.m. tomorrow in the Rec
Center conference room.
BG's men's swimming team will hold
a meeting at 4 p.m. Monday, Oct. 1 in
the Rec Center conference room.
Anyone interested in trying out for
the wrestling team may attend an
organizational
meeting
Monday,
October 1, at 4:30 p.m. in Room 202
Memorial Hall.
An organizational meeting for all
candidates interested in trying out for
the men's tennis team will be held
Friday at 3:30 p.m. in 202 Memorial
Hall.

1,286
1,235
1,122
1,040
698
862
816
755
635
599
564
556
519
458
436
293
280
261
246
184

3-0-0
2-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-0
3-0-0
2-0-0
3-0-0
2-0-0
3-0-0
2-1-0
2-1-0
3-0-0
2-0-0
3-0-0
1-1-0
3-0-0
2-1-0
1-1-0
3-0-0
2-0-0

im notes-

Bengals puzzled
by four losses
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati
Bengals, after four straight losses,
know they have problems. It's Just that
many players can't pinpoint what those
problems are.
"We play so hard, but it seems like
we're in quicksand," said Eddie
Edwards, the Bengals' big defensive
end. "The harder we try, the deeper we
get in. It's got to get better; it can't get
any worse."
Last year, the Bengals went M
before winning a game. There were
four more losses before the next
triumph.
The fact that the Bengals finished the
1978 National Football League season
with three straight victories raised
hope for this year. Bengals Coach
Homer Rice spoke of carrying the
momentum into this season.
That hasn't proved to be the case.
"Our problems are the same ones
we've had the last three years," said
guard Glenn Bujnoch. "What they are
nobody knows. I wish I could put my
finger right on it. When you're losing
you can find a million things wrong, but
nothing seems to help."
The explanations of what has happened to the Bengals are varied.
"If you're in a high performance
profession like mountain climbing,

Entry forms for touch football,
soccer, tennis and co-«d football now
are available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic chairmen. The
forms are due Tuesday. Play begins
Monday, Oct. 8.
Students interested in officiating
intramural touch football and soccer
for pay should contact the IM Office,
Rm. 201 Memorial Hall. A special rules
clinic will be held Wednesday, Oct. 3, in
Rm. 202 Memorial Hall.

deep-sea diving, aviation or pro football, you better have some hours,"
explained Frank Gansz, a former
airline pilot who is now the Bengals
special teams coach. "When you start
out in aviation, the plane flies you. Then
as you gain experience, you start to
catch up with It and eventually get
ahead of It. The same thing is true with
football.
"For a lot of young guys, pro football
is a good time and not so much their
livelihood. I could see that at the game
Sunday when we got ahead 24-0.
Everyone was starting to think about
what they were gonna have at the
party."
the party was over for the Bengals
by the time the game was over, with the
Houston Oilers winning in overtime 3027.
Rice says his team may be capable of
realizing a super Bowl dream "in about
three years."
"What has been done had to be done
for the future of the organization," Rice
said of the Bengals youth movement in
which there are 21 players with less
than two years' experience. "We've
structured things correctly. We're
doing the right things. I know they're
the right things because I've been
through this too many times."

Women
golfers
take first
Bowling Green's women's golf team
captured top honors in the University of
North Carolina at Wilmington tournament last weekend.
The linksters carded a team score of
669 for 36-holes to defeat the host team
(672) and Meredith College (775).
BG sophomore Kris McKelvey was
the individual medalist with rounds of
79-81-160 while teammate Tammy Hull
was second with an 85-78-163.
This weekend the Falcons will
compete with 15 other teams in the
Central Michigan-Michigan State
University Invitational. The first 18holes will be played at CMU and the last
36-holes at MSU.

VOO CAN HELP OVER 1,000 PEOPLE
EVERY DAY THE UNITED WAY

Welcome Back
Students

features you want most!

ALL THESE SYSTEMS FEATURE
• AM/FM/Stereo FM Tuner-Amplifier

Ow 9oTonwnuntty Chest end Red Creee aerate* oentera are

with Tuning Meier, 5 walls mm. RMS power per
channel into 8 ohms with 1% or less total
harmonic distortion Irom 100-1S.000 Hz

working to reduce human suffering, crime and weMare
daportdancy. You cen do your pert by pledging your Fair
Share the Untied Way.

MHBBkQ

• Precision Record Changer

everything nice

with Cue Control ano Dust Cover

e Allegro 1000 Stereo Speakers
wilh 6'7-inch wooler and 2-inch tweeter
plus the famous Allegro Tuned Port tor
clear, rich sound (Model MC1000)

• Choose the Tape Unit
You Like Best!

<

All systems have simulated wood
cabinets grained Walnut finish

<
IS4020
with • Track
Tap* Recorder

5

*249*

2 LITER NON-RETURNABLE
BOTTLE OF COCA-COLA

20t
OFF

NOTI lO OIAIII
T»n (Otie*" anil M redeemed ** our i*l*i«*» Yeui avail*
antiKiiM •( Coca Col* rmiit be IVHKI«*1 ta cave* i'l
(Ml*)** tldliwid ** at Voi4 if p>e> b<t*4 taiad er t*
Itiicted V*i* ■■■le*n*> mail M* ••• '*«*>'*d battle aeaatit
e-aj uan la* CM* ***** 1/70 el 1 (•*■

Coca-Cola Bottling Company ol Ohio

REGULAR PRICE

DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
Address: STADIUM PLAZA
Hours: 9:30-9:30, M-Sat.
10:00-8:00 Sun.

Coupon a.pirat 10/31/79
"Coci tali" »*d "••%■" •>• itinlm* trie* t

IS4060
with
• Track
Recorders

$349"

Audio...
The Flipside of Zenith.

25*
3 OFF

firarfljilil

8-16 oz.

RETURNABLE COKE
Present to your dcalir with the

M'(cfy

Phone: 352-7248
Coupons Expire Sun., Sept. 30

■•KB i4tMil* •*«» the atediKl ot It* Car J COIJ CMaMf

UUIJI

Spolding Tennis Dolls
Reg. $1.99
Sale $2.79

deposit.

NOT! TO DEAlfl
Ian catjfkM ->» ha na**ii< •> •earth* tee *' Cau Cat* mmti t* tvfl«ie*t la
te-ee-i ftdaMMd ■* M *•>* '' ••••"••lad !■••«. •) rs
itixlad Ye*. «nle*M> **M M? •-* taaxied Mine a****'
—I >a'e* la* Cat* *■'.* 1/10 el I c*M

.KODACOLOR
II FILM

Sale-$1.09
Reg. $1.39

Coca-Cola lottHnt Company of Ohio

Limit 2

Toledo. Ohio
Coupon *«pi'*i tO/31/79

Dike Sole!

"C«i Cat* ■•« "CaW

Thursday Friday & Saturday
Grand Opening Days

*7Q Q*
I0-Speed
*'*-*o
Man or
Reg. $89.95 Womans

"ITgMITft The quality goes in belore the name goes on'

Coke Sole!

Mon.-Thurs. 9-5:30-Fri. 9-7:30-Sat. 9-4
Doing Business As
M fe J&D Electronics
Elect

6, 12oz. cans $1.29
Reg. $195

* TELEVISION and RADIO

Coke
Mello Yello

Soled and S&uuce
Service On Zenith. RCA I Mognovox Products
IMS. Prospect
Priori* 353-17*4

P

• Oi Call **4 "C*)M" •*• in**** ''**»
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Fresca

Sprite
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elsewhere
Surging fuel costs drive up August inflation rate
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Carter
administration's hopes of holding the
annual rate of inflation below a doubledigit level dimmed in August as consumer prices were driven up once more
by surging fuel costs.
The Labor Department said consumer prices rose 1.1 percent last
month, the eighth consecutive month
with an increase near or above 1 percent.
If prices in September, October,
November and December continue to
rise at the same rate as they have since
last December, the year will end with a

post-World War II record inflation rate
of 13.1 percent, said Labor Department
economist Patrick Jackman.
This would top the 12.2 percent record
price rise, which was establsihed from
December 1973 to December 1974.
ALTHOUGH FOOD prices showed no
change last month, the costs of other
items were driven up substantially by
rapidly rising gasoline and fuel oil costs
and higher interest rates.
Much of this results from the 60
percent increase in crude oil
prices.imposed by the Organization of

Petroleum
Exporting
Countries
(OPEC) since the start of 1979.
The White House press office blamed
OPEC for the inflation problem.
"Tie need to reduce our dependence
on foreign oil is driven home each time
the CPI comes out," the White House
said in a statement.
The statement said that if it were not
for rapidly rising prices for energy,
food and housing, the index would have
risen at "a much lower - though still too
high - annual rate of 8.5 percent."

derscores the importance of President
Carter's energy and anti-inflation
programs, it said.
The rate of inflation is of critical
importance to Carter. Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy (D-Mass), has said the course
of the economy will be a decisive factor
in his decision on whether to challenge
Carter for the presidency in 1980.
Kennedy was not immediately
availalble for comment on the August
price figures.
In recent days, administration
spokesmen have said they expect inflation to fall below the double-digit

THE AUGUST inflation rate un-

SALT
Church said that "as far as I am
concerned the matter can be 'closed'
only when President Carter is able to
certify to the Senate his conclusion
based on our independent intelligence
assessment, that these Soviet combat
forces are no longer present in Cuba."
THE IDAHO senator added that "I do
not want to see the SALT II treaty
rejected by the Senate. For this reason,
I am of the opinion that the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee should
defer reporting the treaty to the Senate
until the current negotiations have been
completed and the results are known."
When the presence of Soviet troops in

Cuba was first disclosed by the Carter
administration, Church said he did not
believe the Senate would approve the
SALT treaty until the troops were withdrawn.
Other senators also reacted strongly
to Gromyko's speech.
"I'm astonished," said Republican
Leader Howard H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee.
"There is simply no basis for doubting that the Russians have a fully
equipped, fully manned combat
brigade in Cuba. There's no doubt about
It."
BAKER CALLED on President

Pay raise sent to Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) - House
members voted yesterday to give
themselves a 5.5 percent raise, increasing their salaries to more than
$60,000 a year on Oct. 1.
Three times previously the House had
shied away from approving a pay raise
for members of Congress, top-level
government officials and federal
judges.
The congressmen reversed themselves yesterday on a narrow roll call
vote of 208 to 205.
The bill now heads for an uncertain
fate in the Senate.
Final House approval of a 5.5 percent
pay raise, recommended by the House

Appropriations
Committee,
was
signaled earlier when the House
rejected a bid to prohibit members of
Congress from receiving any salary
increase this year. That action came on
a 155-72 head-count vote.
Opponents of a pay raise got a clean
shot at killing the proposal outright
yesterday whan Rep. Georga M.
O'Brien (R-Ill.) offered an amendment
that would have frozen the pay of
legislators and senior government
officials at current levels.
MEMBERS OF Congress now
receive $57,500 a year, although their
leaders are paid more.
Only 41 congressmen were willing to

force a roll call on the O'Brien amendment - three short of the 44 required.
The House then rejected the pay freeze
proposal on a head count vote.
The 5.5 percent increase applies to
salaries of members of Congress and to
federal employees and Judges who
make at least $47,000 a year.
"•"•"*"• ""■ "'■■-- had rejected on a
voice vote an amendment that would
have give more the 22,000 top-level
federal bureaucrats and judges a 7
percent pay increase while holding any
congressional raise to 5.5 percent.
THAT AMENDMENT would have
affected only those federal employees
who make at least $47,500 a year.

COLUMBUS. Ohio (A I' i-County auditors from throughout Ohio think state
lawmakers dropped a bombshell in their laps by approving an additional 24
percent real estate tax break to take effect this year.
The majority of the state's 88 county auditors met yesterday to develop a
strategy to cope with what many of them say is developing into an administrative nightmare.
"The purpose of this meeting," explained Robert Kosydar. legislative
counsel for the County Auditors Association of Ohio, "is to see how we can
best serve the taxpayers in a fair and equitable manner."
The rollback law, which was approved this summer, included a Friday
deadline for homeowners to apply. It ill give the average homeowner a $812 reduction on 1979 taxes.
Auditors complained they only learned of the new law last week and were
caught off-guard when property owners besieged their offices.

DROPPING HIS previous insistence
that his is uncommitted on the strategic
arms-limitation treaty, Byrd said, "I'm
inclined to vote for it, but I'm not fully
decided."
The West Virginia Democrat, whose
support would be essential for approval
of the treaty, said he will make his final
decision after hearing the results of the
Senate Intelligence Committee's study
of whether compliance can be
adequately monitored.

"LEGISLATORS SHOULD have asked for input from the county auditors
before they approved this," Jefferson County Auditor Richard Canestraro
told the group. "But here we are, behind the eight-ball again."
In an attempt to simplify the filing process in Franklin County, Auditor
Roger Tracy agreed to accept an application printed in the Tuesday editions
of The Columbus Dispatch.
It was not known whether other auditors were considering using
newspaper application forms.
The Senate Finance Committee, later Tuesday, was expected to recommend the adoption of House Bill 830 that would extend to Dec. 31 the deadline
for homeowners to apply for the tax break.

THE SOURCE
Records-Tapes & Paraphernalia
518 East Wooster across from Founders
HOURS: 10-9 Mon.- Sat. 12-6 Sun.
Phone 352-7444

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

"Where Something new is happening."

Attention:
• SORORITIES,
• FRATERNITIES, & • DORMS

CELEBRATE WITH US!

rrs mrnrnm

Make Reservations For:
HAYRIDES, PARTY FACILITIES, & TRAIL RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA FOR SOUND SYSTEM & DANCES)

10% OFF

FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
For More Information call 655-2193

EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
Put your Christmas items in
layaway now at no extra cost
to you!

BP
SSave money SSave money SSave money SSave money SSave money $Save

I've Said It Before — And I'll Say It Again,
"At Rosalez Cleaners, The Price Is Right!"
Bowling Green Store Only

FREE REFRESHMENTS
20% OFF

30% OFF

•CHESS SETS

•SWEDISH GLASS

•ALL JEWELRY

•"REAL ROSES"
•POTTERY FROM CAL.

•JEWELRY BOXES

50% OFF
•TURKISH JEWELRY
•PERSIAN JEWELRY
•MOTHER OF PEARL JEWELRY
•JADE JEWELRY

WE DO ENGRAVING
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Storage fr•• lo all student!.
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2 Pc. Suit
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FrM Mothproofing
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WE ARE PROFESSIONALS AT

Rosalez Cleaners
I

182 S. Main St.

The Price Is Right
if.G.
B.C. "

30% SAVINGS

BAUER SHOES
RIDDELL SKATES & SHOES
PONY SHOES
BOB WOLF SHOES
BOWLING SHOES
CONVERSE SHOES

GOLF SHOES & BAGS
SWIMSUITS
BASEBALL EQUIPMENT
BASEBALL CLOTHING
ADIDAS JUMPING SHOES
ALL NIKE & WILSON SHOES

20% SAVINGS

10% SAVINGS

ADIDAS SOCCER SHOES
ALL WARMUP SUITS
TENNIS RACQUETS
ALL SPORT BALLS
ALL HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

ALL SCHOOL JACKETS
BACKPACKS
SCHOOL BAGS

VISIT US FOR ALL YOUR
ATHLETIC NEEDS!

Prices ore good at T.O.'s Campus Corner

OUR GUARANTEED CARD. HOLDERS OF THESE CARDS ARE
GUARANTEED THE ABOVE PRICES FOR THE REMAINDER OF

Nome.
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3 Pc. Suit
Pin. Dress
Formal
Blankets

IWf.

40% SAVINGS
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[/rot
OPEN:
Mon.-Thurs., Sat. 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Fri. 9:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

Slacks
Trousers!
Lt. Sweaters
Pin. Skirts
Raincoat

Howard W. Hjort, the Ag-iculture
Department's
chief
economist,
predicted that retail food prices next
year will not go up quite as sharply as in
1979.
He said the department is sticking
with its earlier forecast that food prices
this year will average about 11 percent
higher than in 1978.

Carter to release to the public the
evidence showing the presence of the
Soviet troops in Cuba.
Sen. Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) called
Gromyko's statement "a bold face lie"
adding that "the SALT process has
been put on ice for an indefinite
period."
The furor over Gromyko's speech
came not long after Senate Majority
Leader Robert C. Byrd appealed to te
Senate to remain calm and avoid
linking Cuba and SALT.

BROOOALE STABLES
[WERE1
10 YEARS
.YOUNG'

HOWEVER, IN an address here
before members of the Atlanta
Chamber of Commerce, Treasury
Secretary G. William Miller said the
rate of inflation will not drop below 4
percent until the mid-1980s.
"It would be logical that by 1985 it wiil
be well below 4 percent," he said.
Miller said anyone who promises faster
results is guilty of raising "false hope."
The Consumer Price Index in August
stood at 221.1, meaning that goods that
cost J100 in 1967 cost $221.10 last month.

The figure was 11.8 percent ahead of
August 1978, the government report
showed
The index had risen 9 percent from
December 1977 to December 1978.

Auditors gather to
handle new tax break

Church wants pact held pending withdrawal
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Frank
Church (D-Idaho), chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
recommended yesterday that the panel
delay sending the SALT II treaty to the
Senate until something is done about
Soviet troops in Cuba.
Church was reacting to a speech to
the United Nations by Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko in which he
called reports of a Soviet combat
brigade in Cuba a propaganda campaign "based on falsehoods."
"The artificiality of this entire
question must be honestly admitted and
the matter closed," Gromyko said.

level before the end of the year.
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LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
112 S. Main

353-6341

OPEN: Mon-Thurs, Sat 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Fri 9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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WHAT'S NEW:
Adapted Physical Education Concentration/Cognate.
Graduate students in Phys. Ed., Rec, Special Ed., Early
Childhood Ed., Rehab. Counseling.

Cinema 12

Survey of Adapted Physical Education
Contemporary Issues in APE &
Therapeutic Rec.
Survey of Therapeutic Rec.

Fall-HPER513
Winter-HPER514
Spring-HPER515
Tent. Summer
-HPER 516

Movement Factors of the Handicapped.

Contact Dr. Sue Gavron
204 Hayes
372-2209

WOOSTER WINE SHOP
Welcomes Students

YOUR
CAMPUS CARRY OUT
Large selection of wines and beers
425 E. Wooster
just west of the tracks
352-8723

■eocmi sHiiLDs
NEVADA

UHiOCHTIflfO
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OODAAll

[

That's when she mine
al nu; wattles fhfintf,
wini*s Hupping.

Hours: Thurs - Sat. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Sun. - Wed 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

The Student National Education Association
of BGSU

{
£

Welcomes oil students to campus. Hove o good year.

w
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163 S. Main

Daily Specials
Deluxe Prime Rib & Seafood Buffet on Friday and Saturdays!
Unique Sandwich of the day served with Fresh fruit or
/soup of the day
• Banquet Rooms and Catering Available for all occasions
* Special Promotion for October's National Restaurant Month

YOU CAN HELP OVER 1,000 PEOPLE
EVERY DAY THE UNITED WAY

classified
LOST 4 FOUND
Found 1 gold hey on keychein
with name "0*11" on it Go to
campus Security to claim Found
on S College.

Address
labels.
No
3 1000
regular, i4 500 pressure sen
sitive, rubber stamps m pocket
case, S3 for 3 lines 14 lor 4 lines
Zorecki, PO Box 5S44, Toledo,
OH 43613

sewvicnoFFiwto
Same day typesetting service on
most iobs Bring us your reports,
indexes.
manuals,
forms,
programs, bulletins & resumes
«B type laces available Call The
Flatiand Trader Newspapers

357 3538

Government loans for business
now available in Bowling Green.
UO.000 to 1550,000 7 30 years
Call today to see if you qualify.
Peoples Financial of Toledo
(419) BBS 57*7

Merle Norman Cosmetics Kay
Ann Beauty Salon
Haircuts

woo

Advertise your unwanted items
for tree m the Flatlands Trader
Newspapers. Pay a commission
only if your item sells. Call 35?
3539 75.000reader* weekly!
F-lffSOMALS
RUSH OELTS
Delta Tau Delia
Thursday
Be Thera

Rush

this

PISANELLO'S PIZZA SUB
Jumbo pepperoni with melted
mo/arciia cheese & fangy pn*a
sauce on a thick, soft French
bread
Try it with onions or
green peppers 357 5166 Free
Delivery
How to defeat the Study Mon
ster 1? 00 A step by step plan
for successful studying Garen
Smith 414 Janeway St Kane,
Pa 16735
Hey Lady. It was a long summer.
but I'm looking forward to an
even longer school year If you
know what I mean Here's to a
great year with you The Mister.

WFAL. The Rockm' M0 Enter
ff>t campus sweetheart contest
today

WFAL.
YOUR
CAMPUS
STATION 680 AM. REQUEST
LINE"
7 7418
WFAL
WFAL
WFAL WFAL WFAL.

Lit Sis's Get psyched tor a great
year, your Beta Brothers

Welcome back Brothers of Beta
Thefa Pi'

fr

Monotheistic
DOCTRINE
Of
Reincarnation in the Torah. the
Prophets and the Gospels. Write
The Truth of Islam. PO Box
4494, South Bend, Indiana 46601
WANTED
F
students needed lo
house or apt Ph 357 7365
HELPWANTED

__

Birth
Control,
test
tor
pregnancy. VD. early abortion at
Toledo Medical Service M19)
243 3179 tor an appt

OPEN HOUSE with homemade
ice cream & live music at United
Christian Fellowship. Thurslin
at Ridge, Sun . Sept. 30. 6 8p.m.

BABYSITTER
(SI
DESPERATELY NEEDED) 4
mo. old baby Either one student
all day or 1 in morning, 1 in at
tor noon Mon Fri Fall Otr. Call
after 4 30 357 7309
Experienced
breakfast
grill
cook weekends only Also dish
washers & prep cooks Apply in
person. Corner Kitch. 183 S.
Main.
18 & ovtr Apply in person after
8 00 pm. BOGART'S. Take Rt. 6
West ISt Rt 74). off exit 108
(turnleft). Napoleon. OH.
Babysitter 7 3 afternoons per wk
Own transportation Call 357

3835
Full & pt time Days 1 eves.
Janitorial Knickerbockers 357

5335
PI time day positions 8. night
positions Waiter, waitresses &
dish washers Corner Kitchen.
183 S Mam.

Man to install drapery rods Only
experienced apply Call 353 8064
between 9 5
Pt
time
advertising
sales
position, available in Bowling
Green.
Fostoria,
Findlay.
Fremont
and
Tlltln.
Htflh
Commissions.
Must
have
reliable transportation. Call the
Flatlands Trader Newspapers
3S7 3S38.
Students available & interested
in morning work (7 00 7:001
should apply at the Clock
Restaurant in person. 417 E.
Wooster

'74 Ply. satehte Low mileage.
Newpainf. 11500 357 4307.
Garage Sale! Curtains, rugs, lots
of dishes & kitchen items, snow
tires, aquarium ft. much more!
Frl. ft Sat Sept 78 ft 79. 10am
6pm Close to campus at 734
Manviiie

Women's
Excellent
eves.

Full
10
condition

speed
3S7 5990

My first
nest egg
T|he eggs were still warm. Kelt just like a
rillow that's lx.fn slept on all night. I
.neked the* last one up and gingerly placed
it in the* basket. That's when she came at me,
wattles Hying, wings Happing. Chased me mil ol
the hen house and right into llie arms ol my
graiul|Ni.
"OI" Mahel gel var1 Bel yon accidental!)
took her nest egg!"
Me |Miked into the haskel and drew mil an
egg. "This one here, see? It's china. Put ii in there
just lor Muhel. Little something <>l her own so
she s not silting there all alone. Mighty cnnifortin'
to a hen. hoy. Nest egg can he mighty comlortin
to some lolks. loo'.'
Liter that day, (irandpa gave me my lirsl
Savings liond. Said lied planned to give me a
lecture alxHll saving, hut < )l Mahel had done it
all lor him. Told me thai the Bond was im stall
on a jiersonal nest egg. A little something slashed
away to keep me going.
Kveiy year alter that, (irandpa gave me
another Bond. And every lime I got a chance. I
added a Bond ol m\ own to the pile. Those
Bonds grew up right along with me.
Today. I run oiieol the Biggest ranches in
the Soul Invest, And von know how it all got
started? From a little hillv nest egg. (.ncss I owe
alol l<> (irandpa. And (>l Mahel
Star! builuiiiu i/oiir nest otiU- Sinn ■■/> Im the
PayrollStivinirx I'lan at work, (h tin- Hmulu Mmitli
I'lan whi'iv i/<"/ xari'. Wlu'llwi I/mi iv sarinii
fur an luhu at inn, ivtiiviiH'iit
nl cri'ii II netf Imiiii'
liiniil.s etui make w/cc
1

///CM

s i/ /•/■■(/ in

•/<■■'■ Intuit

Beeutilul backgammon game
17000
Large variety of cue
slicks at various prices. 357 7818
1973 AMC Ambassador Wagon
AM FM stereo. 3 sealer 1500
357 8180
ASHA, a (ournal, ovtr 170 issues,
1964 79 353 0171

A p„W.c «lw.C* ot Ihit puW<c •don
and Tr>« US.•filling Council

Take
stock
in^merica.
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Underdog NBC in front in early Nielsen ratings

VFU/ YORK
vnnu .(AP)
»n. - uon
-i
IIUI.
NEW
NBC, given
little
I chance of improving its dismal thirdplace standing in the ratings, finished a
surprising No. 1 for the first week of the
fall TV season, figures from the A.C.
Nielsen Co. showed yesterday.
And though NBC's quick start was
I due in part to a couple of major
I theatrical movies, rather than regular
I weekly fare, three of the network's
I returning series placed in Nielsen's Top
120 for the week ending Sept. 23.
NBC had counted on a boost from
I "Coming Home," the box-office hit of
last year starring Jane Fonda and Jon
I Voight, and hoped for a big audience for
I Clint Eastwood's "The Outlaw Josie

...

Wales." The two motion pictures
finished four-five in the ratings.
Bevond that, NBC listed "CHiPs" in
sixth place, "Little House on the
Prairie" eighth and "Different
Strokes" 16th.
NBC's rating was 20.6, with ABC
second at 18 and CBS last at 16.9. the
networks say that means in an average
prime-time minute during the week,
20.6 percent of the homes in country
with television were tuned to NBC.
Ratings are vital to the1 networks
because they translate into advertising
dollars; a commercial on a highly rated
program costs more than one on a
lower-rated show.

(Eisenhower's
wife may have
suffered stroke

It was NBC's best premiere week in a
decade, and the first time since 1972
that the network emerged from the first
week of head-to-head competition in
first place.
The good start was particularly
important to NBC, which airs the major
league baseball playoffs in prime-time
beginning the evening of Oct. 2. NBC's
highest rating last season was recorded
during its broadcast of baseball's World
Series.
ABC has the World Series this year,
but NBC is counting on the playoffs for
an early season shot in the arm.

CINCINNATI
(AP)-Vice
President
Walter
Mondale
yesterday cautioned black leaders
who are going to the Middle East
about talking to the Palestine
Liberation Organization.
"I hope that those who are doing
some talking to the I'U) are aware
of the aims and the tactics of the
PI/)," Mondale said during a press
conference following a $l,000-aplate breakfast that included eggs
Benedict.
Mondale recalled a visit to a
Jerusalem hospital and seeing
"innocent people shot by random
terrorism."

Mondale warns
blacks of PLO

WASHINGTON (AP)-Mamie Eisenhower, who was admitted to Walter Reed Army Medical Center yesterday with
an apparent stroke, has been frail and bedridden for several
months, Julie Eisenhower says.
"She's been in delicate health for many years," said Julie
Eisenhower, who is married to Mrs. Eisenhower's grandson,
David.
"She has an enlarged heart and hasn't been able to get out
of bed for several months.
"The Secret Service agents told me she had a stroke, but I
have no idea how bad it is."
The 82-year-old widow of President Dwight D. Eisenhower
was rushed to Walter Reed Army Medical Center by a
volunteer fire department ambulance from her farm on the
edge of the Civil War battlefield in Gettysburg, Pa. She has
lived at the farm since her husband died in 1969.
AS SHE ARRIVED at the hospital, reporters saw her
doctor holding her hand and talking to her. Mrs.
Eisenhower's eyes were closed.
Mrs. Eisenhower was taken immediately to its Eisenhower
Nursing Suite, a VIP facility named for her late husband.
Hospital officials refused to release any immediate
statement on the former first lady's condition.
A fire department official said he received a call for an
ambulance at the Eisenhower farm before 10 a.m.
OFFICIALS OF the Secret Service, which guards Mrs.
Eisenhower, said she was fully conscious when placed in the
ambulance for the 80-mlle trip to Washington.
In a telephone interview Julie Eisenhower said that in the
last year, the elder Mrs. Eisenhower has stopped traveling,
given up most of her activities and spent much of her time
reading.
"She used to greet a lot of people who came through Gettysburg - Boy Scouts, 4-H groups, things like that," said Julie,
who is the daughter of former President Richard M. Nixon.
"They gave her a lift. But she hasn't been able to do any of
that for awhile.
"Now her bed is always full of books. She reads everything.
It's really the thing that has kept her going."
Julie Eisenhower said that three times a week she and her
husband talk to Mrs. Eisenhower.
"Mamie lives for her family. She wants to know everything
about us," she said.
IN MARCH 1(75, Mrs. Eisenhower was admitted to the
U.S. Army Medical Center at Fort Gordon in Augusta, Ga.,
for internal bleeding. Doctors reported the bleeding was
caused by diverticulosis of the intestine.
She has been hospitalized several times for various
ailments.
Several years ago, Mrs. Eisenhower applied for residence
at Army Distaff Hall, a home for Army widows in
Washington. But there was no room in the 300-capacity
residence, even for one who bore the name of one of
Americas's most distinguished soldiers.
Instead, she moved to Wardman Towers, the Washington
apartment building where she stayed when Eisenhower was
supreme Allied commander in Europe.
"But she preferred the farm, and that's where she has
spent most of her time lately," Julie Eisenhower said,

Cleveland sides
start to talk
CLEVELAND (AP)-Nine months after a financial crisis
blunged Cleveland more than $14 million into default, feuding
actions at City Hall have gotten together to start repaying
lefaulted bank loans.
Meanwhile, the city faces new default threats.
Mayor Dennis J. Kucinich and the City Council leadership
had been battling since March over repayment plans. It took
i court ruling to help settle the dispute.
The council, which tried to force Kucinich to apply
>roceeds from an income tax increase to the bank loans
lefore spending the much-needed cash elsewhere, Monday
light finally approved the mayor's less-ambitious
epayment schedule, calling for a first payment of $3.75
nillion to six local banks.
The 8th Ohio Court of appeals ruled last week that the
nayor was not obligated to obey the council ordinance.
HOWEVER, THE mayor was unable to start his payment
Man with council approval of transfer of money from the
ity's general fund to a special sinking fund to start repaying
he defaulted bank loans.
Kucinich thanked council and said a big step had been
aken toward starting the city "on the road to getting out of
(efault."
When asked if the change in council position meant imcoved relations between him and Council President Goerge
.. Forbes, Kucinich said, "We made up, but we haven't
Issed."
Forbes said he would have preferred to see the city pay off
>ie whole debt but added, "I don't want to put the city out of
usiness."
HE PREDICTED that Cleveland would be out of default in
ix months.

ABC finished the last season firmly
entrenched No. 1, while NBC wound up
deep in third place. And the summer
rerun season - as well as most crtitics offered NBC little encouragement for
1979-1980.
BOTH ABC AND CBS also found
encouraging signs in the first week's
ratings.
ABC's "Eight is Enough" was the
week's top-rated show, followed by
another of the network's returning
series, "Charlie's Angels." In addition,
ABC's "Benson," 15th in the ratings,
was the week's highest-rated new show.

^^

CBS's "60 Minutes" news-magazine,
which ironically featured an interview
with NBC superstar Johnny Carson,
was third in the rating for the week, and
the network noted "Archie Bunker's
Place," the old "All in the Family"
without the family, finished ahead of
ABC's hit comedy, "Mork and Mindy,"
in head-on competition.
NEW SHOWS generally did not fare
well, though NBC again did better than
the opposition. CBS' "Trapper John,
M.D.," was 25th in the ratings, followed
by three NBC offerings, "A Man Called
Sloane" in the 30th place, "The

Misadventures of Sheriff Lobo" 31st,
and Buck Rogers in the 25th Century"
33rd.
ABC's "Hart to Hart" was No. 35,
while "The I-azarus Syndrome," also
from ABC was 39th.
Three of the week's five lowest-rated
programs were new, and one was a
movie. A CBS movie, "Lucky Lady,"
was No. 57, followed by CBS' "Bad
News Bears" and the three new shows,
"A New Kind of Family" on ABC,
"Working Stiffs" on CBS and "Out of
the Blue " on ABC.

"I know that truth and equity are
hard to find when people are at war
or near war," Mondale said, "but
this has to be kept in mind."
MONDAYLE, IN reaction to a
question about black groups visiting
the PLO, stated
the administration's position that there
would be no contact with the PLO
until it accepts the permanent state
of Israel.
"No one can conduct authority on
the part of America," Mondale
said. "We have no way of affecting
the decisions of private citizens.
They can do as thev please."

"I personally would have nothing
to do with the PLO until they agree
to accept Israel under the conditions of Sinai 2," Mondale said
later. "I see no reason to participate in such talks, but we're a
free countrv and people can do as
they please."
Mondale, who emphasized that
America was committed to Israel's
security, said, however, that none
of the black leaders he knows have
been antagonistic about the continuation of the state of Israel, and
many had been supporters of the
state.

LAST WEEK, KIM COED
PAID $9.95 FOR HER
CARTE MAXIM DISCOUNT
CARD.

THIS WEEK, IT PAID HER BACKAND IT'S STILL GOOD FOR
ANOTHER 8 1/2 MONTHS.
HOW MUCH IS THE CARTE MAXIM DISCOUNT CARD REALLY WORTH?
If your spending habits include:
"One carryout pizza every month
"One pair tennis/jogging shoes a year
"One hamburger, fries, and drink a week
°Cocktails once a month
"One bike accessory [tire, tubes, lights] purchase a year
"Two subs every month
"Quickprinting resumes once every four years
you will save
OVER $75 DURING THE YEAR WITH A CARTE MAXIM DISCOUNT CARD.
And this does not include similar savings on contact lenses, hair styling, drycieaning,
tires, tuneups, office supplies, jewelry, posters, pet supplies, children's clothes...the list
goes on and on.
AND THAT'S ONLY IN BOWLING GREEN, WITH THE HUNDREDS OF STORES IN TOLEDO,
YOUR SAVINGS CAN MULTIPLY EVEN MORE.
For each student Carte Maxim Discount Card sold-regardless of where purchased-Carte
Maxim will donate SI to Friends of the Link. The Link, 525 Pike Street, is Wood County's
Crisis Intervention, Information, and Referral agency.

Charge your Carte Maxim Discount Card to Master Charge, or make your check or money
order payable to Carte Maxim.
9-month Student Special - $9.95. Card valid through June 30,1980.
The Student Special price is only $9.95--and this offer ends Oct. II. Regular price is $25.
So get your Carte Maxim Card now-at The Source [near campus], at the Holiday Travel
Center, 140 North Main, or by using the form below.

Name
Address
City
"

State

Campus Mail Box.
Ex p. Date

Zip

-MASTER CHARGE.
. Inter Bank No

Signature
Mail to Carte Maxim, Computer Power, Inc., 134 East Wooster St., Bowling Green, OH 43402.
FOR MORE INFoTjMTkTibV^HONE^Sa-Mg"""
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Senate OK's school bill
that Ohio's school children will not have
their education interrupted because of
money shortages.
Earlier this year, the General
Assembly approved other legislation
which permits school districts to
submit to voters a temporary local
income tax, of up to one percent, to
repay loans.

COLUMBUS I API-State senators
approved yesterday a bill designed to
spare Ohio in the future of school
closings that have given the state a
national "black eye."'
By a vote of 20-12, they returned to the
House the amended measure making it
illegal for local school districts to shut
their doors for lack of funds.
Instead, it forces financially ailing
districts to seek loans from local banks,
and if turned down by them, to borrow
from a newly created state school loan
fund.
Under current law, districts may
close until the end of a term after being
certified by the state auditor as lacking
sufficient funds to finish such terms.
OHIO HAS been embarrassed over
the past three years by about 20 school
district shutdowns, some in its larger
cities, including Toledo and Cleveland.
However, the slate has 615 districts,
and most have remained solvent.
Loans envisioned in the bill would be
limited to the amount, certified by the
state auditor, required to allow a
district to finish the current school
year.
Senate Education Chairman Marcus
A. Roberto, (D-Ravennai said the
"bottom line" in the bill is its guarantee

PREVIOUSLY, THEY had been
limited to local property tax revenues,
which have been losing favor among
voters around the state over the past
decade.
Roberto said his committee added
language to the House proposal under
which school districts could better
withstand possible delays in state
subsidies later this year as a result of a
state cash flow problem.
Roberto's committee provided that if
school payments are delayed, districts
may borrow up to the amount withheld
and take until July 1,1980, to repay.
Current law says school districts may
borrow within one calendar year only
such amounts which they can repay by
Dec. 31.
IN ADDITION to these latest moves
by the legislature, local school district
officials arc required to undergo fiscal

training prescribed by the state
superintendent of public instruction.
Public schools received top priority
last July when the Legislature enacted
the state's 1979410 budget biU.
A record J3.5 billion was earmarked
for primary and secondary education,
highest in the state history, and $784
million more - also a record - than
provided over the 1977-78 biennium.
Sen. Michael Schwarzwalder IDColumbus), although voting for the bill,
said he felt it approaches the problem
"from the wrong end."
HE SAID THE Legislature should be
considering a hike in the state income
tax or some other means of seeing that
the schools are properly funded.
House Finance Chairman Myrl H.
Shoemaker, (D-BourneviHe), the bill's
chief sponsor, said he had not decided
whether he will ask the House to go
along with major Senate changes.,
"I want to take a good look at them
(the changes)," he said.
One major change from the House
version was deletion of a section which
would have put schools on the same
fiscal year as the state. Currently,
fiscal years of school districts coincide
with calendar years.

Carter hangs transportation aid
on passage of windfall profits tax
NE W YORK (AP) - President Carter
said yesterday his proposals to aid
mass transportation will erase decades
of neglect and "reclaim America's
transit systems" unless Congress
rejects his proposed tax on oil company
profits.
Carter, making a one-day trip to New
York City, also promised that mass
transit systems will continue to get
priority allocations of gasoline and
diesel fuel if shortages develop.
"We will keep them rolling," he said.
Carter's remarks were delivered at
the annual convention of the American
Public Transit Association.
After his speech, the president was to
attend a reception for civic and and
community leaders before holding a
"town meeting" with residents of the
borough of Queens.
IN HIS SPEECH to the transit group,
Carter said he has made proposals that
would produce 40,000 jobs throughout
the 1980s, save "massive" amounts of
energy and add 15 million passengers a
day to buses, streetcars and subways.
He announced no new programs, but

said that when he is through with New
York City's 75-year-old rRT subway
line "it won't look a day over Sweet 16."
Carter spoke glowingly of the future
of mass transit but said, "for this
program to succeed, the Congress
absolutley must approve one major
element - the windfall profits tax."
He said lobbyists "are swarming all
over Capitol Hill, working to
devastate" the tax on excess oil
company profits by cutting back
sharply on the $140 billion the administration claii.is it would produce
for the Treasury over 10 years.
"THEIR PROPOSED" amendments
would put a total of well over (100
billion in the pockets of the oil companies," Carter said
Shortly
before
Carter
left
Washington, the Senate Finance
Committe unanimously agreed to
exclude "newly discovered oil" from
the tax, one of a number of pending
moves aimed at softening the tax bite.
The administration opposed the
committees' action.
The president told the transit group

Jimmy Carter
that he wants to double the production
of buses and speed construction of new
rail lines.

Ford, in Cleveland, says expanded arms needed
CLEVELAND (AP) - Former President Gerald R. Ford
said yesterday that, as a minimum, the United States should
accelerate development of the MX missile, a new strategic
bomber and the Trident submarine.
"My attitrude for support of SALT or opposition to it would
be different, " depending on what the Carter administration
does on those point.;, he said in a speech and question-andanswer session before the Cleveland Engineering Society.
Today Ford will deliver what he described as a major
address at the Army War College at Carlisle, Pa., on the
proposed U.S.-Soviet Treaty that emerged from the Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks.
FORD PAINTED a gloomy picture of the nation's military
posture in his appearance before about 400 persons in
Geveland, and was later questioned at a new conference.
"Our long-held strategic superiority is waning." Ford said
in his speech. "In the earlly 1980s we will be increasingly
vulnerable to Soviet capabilities

Bottle bill boosted
COLUMBUS (AP) - A bill, seen by some as a viable
alternative to a ban-the-can issue on Ohio's November
ballot, has been recommended for passage by the Ohio
Energy and Environment Committe.
Yesterday's 8-1 vote sent the proposal to the House
Rules Committee where leaders said it will be
scheduled for a floor vote tomorrow.
Rep. Thomas J. Carney (D-Boardman) i chief
sponsor of the proposal which levies a .3 percent sales
tax on large purchases of cardboard, cans, and other
materials which find their way next to Ohio roadways.

BRIGHAM'S
GREENHOUSE
WE'RE AT 1026 N. MAIN ST
Stop In & See Our Huge
Selection Of Fresh Plants,
Pottery & Supplies

PLANTS ARE
OUR BUSINESS
Open Daily 8-7
Sunday 11-5

"Eventually, the United States and its allies will be outnumbered and outgunned by the Soviets and their allies. This
recent projected shift in military power has encouraged
Russian adventurism...This current challenge-which I think
is going to get worse, not better-must be met head-on by us
and our allies."
Ford said that the nation's economic and energy security is
inseparable from a strong defense.
He said a military buildup will require additional defense
spending, and some domestic belt-tightening.
HE SAID THE budget he presented to Congress in January
1976 would have developed the MX missile, the B-l bomber
and the Trident submarine, while also coming close to
balancing the budget by 1981.
Asked about domestic cuts, Ford said economies could be
made by trimming the bureaucracy, particularly the
Department of Energy.

Study Guide and Handbook of
Teaching

PSYCHOLOGY RPPUCD TO T€ACHING
Third edition

$6.25. Get uour copy while supply losts

$,

Houghton Mifflin

But he said he was not defending recent massive oil price
increases.
"They (OPEC) comodity and they are selling it on the open
marketplace. What I don't like is that President Carter is
paying them $21 a barrel for oil and is paying Americans $10
a barrel."
HE SAID when the inflation rate fell during his administration he was able to argue to two OPEC ministers that
there was no need for another increase in prices.
He said OPEC knows the price of oil is related to inflation
under the Carter administration.

Congress in battle over nation's expenses
WASHINGTON (AP)-Like a family arguing over whether
to but a new car, and which one, Congress is locked in an
increasingly bitter debate over how much the country can
afford to spend and what is should be spent on.
But as the House and Senate resume debate on the budget
Wednesday, they'll be talking not in terms of $100 or $200-the
cost of one car vs. another-but about a budget of more than
$500 billion and even differnces in the billions of dollars.
And for the first time in the five-year history of the new
congressional budget process, it appears unlikely they'll
resolve their differences before the new fiscal year starts
next
Monday.
The deadlock is not expected to affect the day-to-day
operation of government since Congress can still appropriate
money, but it could generate other fall-out, including a
further weakening of public confidence in Congress.
THE SENATE, looking forward to this fall's SALT II

Something for Everyone!
WOODEN GREEK LETTERS

If so. you'd be wise to invest in o study
guide, available NOW at your bookstore

FORD SAID the presence of Soviet troops in Cuba is not a
serious military threat, but is a psycological challenge to
U.S. leadership and dominance in the Western Hemishphere.
He said Carter should demand the immediate withdrawal of
those troops.
Asked if he is running for the Republican presidential
nomination, Ford, 66, repeated that he is not now a candidate
and that he has no current plans to be one.
"By not being a candidate, I seem to be doing better than
when I was," he quipped.
Ford said, "If I honestly thought I could do the right Job for
us to solve our economic, our energy and other problems.
And if I was genuinely impressed wht the support that I

might get from all overf the country that I had an obligation
to come out of retirement and be a participant.''
He also said that to some extent, the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries is Justified in its oil-pricing
decxisions.

Tight budget

Ph. 352-2686

Are you
taking
educational
Psychology?

President Carter has endorsed the MX missile, calling for
development of a mobile system. Congress had earlier
scrapped th B-l bomber, but the government is currently
going ahead with the Trident submarine.

PADDLES - CRESTS
AND OTHER ACCESSORIES

Tk ?te*c4 'Knot
'WHERE TODAY'S HOBBIES ARE
TOMORROW'S HEIRLOOMS''

GARAGE SALE
THURSDAY - SEPT 26
10:00 -7:00
FRIDAY - SEPT 27
10:00 - 7:00
SATURDAY - SEPT 28
10:00-5:00
SAINT THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH
AUDITORIUM
Parking in St. Thomas More lot off Ridge St.

debate, favors sharply higher defense spending than the
proposed
House
budget.
The Senate is also calling for $3.6 billion in cuts in social
programs that the House has thus far rejected.
House and Senate leaders agree there Is little chance a
compromise can be reached on the 1980 budget by the end of
this week when the House is slated to leave for a week-long
recess.
Some leaders even say the only real budget deadline Is
final congressional adjournment for the year, expected in
December.
And while day-to-day government will go on, a long-term
deadlock on the budget seems certain to undermine already
shaky public confidence In congressional budget-making and
buttress the charge that the government cannot live within a
tight
budget.
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo, D-Conn., the chairman of the
House Budget Committee, said almost as much last week
when he declared that failure to reach agreement "would be
admitting to the American people that Congress is very good
at appropriating money but that Congress can't live with
budget
discipline."
GIAIMO ADDED that such a deadlock would strengthen
efforst to place mandltory restrictions on government
spending. Many states are alrerady calling for a constitutional amendment to require a balanced federal budget.
The new budget process was inaugerated five years ago to
give Congress a better handle on spending by creating a
system for establishing priorities within an overall budget
ceiling.
The new process called for setting tentative spending
ceilings in May, nearly five months before the start of a new
budget year. The ceilings are divided Into 19 categories, or
"functions" of government, such as defense, transportation
and
health.
The tentative ceilings are then used by congressional

I.F.C.

committees as they approved spending for programs under
their
Jurisdictions.
THE CEILINGS are reviewed in September and a firm
total budget figure prior to the new process, Congress would
simply appropriate money for government programs and the
total amount appropriated would be the budget.
By and large, the new process has worked well and is
widely regarded as one of the most important congressional
reforms
in
recent
years.
Normally, the target May figures are ratified in September
with relatively modest changes and appropriating committees
live
within
the
ceilings.
However, this year, with inflation running higher that
expected, a recession under way and mounting public
pressure for spending restraint, Congress has found the task
more
difficult.
THE HOUSE, with its heavier urban representation, has
tried to protect funding for social programs while the Senate,
worried about the military balance with the Soviet Union, has
pressed
for
incresed
defense
spending.
That conflict, fought on a battlefield of growing public
resistance to government spending, was bound to be difficult
and now appears to be slipping into deadlock.
President Carter and many House and Senate leaders have
called for a 1980 budget deficit below this year's expected
figure
of
$30
billion.
They say a reduction is necessary to show the American
people that Congress is moving toward a balanced budget, a
goal
that
Carter
has
set
for
1981.
HOWEVER, DEFENSE spending has become a politically
explosive issue in the Senate, where some senators vow to
oppose the U.S.-Soviet strategic arms limitation treatySALT-unless the military budget is substantially increased.
Carter has endorsed the 1980 defense level approved by the
Senate.

S,C
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Welcome Bock Party
OLD FRAT ROW
Wednesday - September 26
00
6:00-10:00
Come bring in the New Year!

425 THURSTM
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ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039
SPUDNUT
HAVING A PARTY?
Creative Doughnut
cakes any shape
1616E Woosler
Phone 352-9150
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Administrative phone system sees changes
by Krlth Ammon
A comprehensive study o( University
telephone service conducted over the
last year and a half has resulted in a
change in phone service rate structures
and a decision to continue using the
Centrex switching system installed 10
years ago, according to Norman H.
Bedell, director of technical support
services.
The study was undertaken by the
technical services department with
assistance from General Telephone of
Ohio marketing representatives after
some University depatments suggested
changes be made to improve service,
Bedell said.

TTie rate change, which took effect
last July 1, does not affect students. It
applies only to the "administrative
phone system" operated by University
telecommunications services.
Bedell explained that phone service
at the University is divided into two
systems for organizational purposes-a
residence hall system serving dormitory rooms and an administrative
system serving offices at the University.
SERVICE AND billing for residence
hall phones is handled directly by the
phone company. The administrative
system is owned and serviced by
General Telephone Co. (GTE) but is

managed by the University's department of telecommunication services.
The needs of students using the
residence hall system were considered
well met by current operations, Bedell
said, and the study and resultant
changes applied only to the administrative system.
The change in rate structure was
instituted to bring rates charged to
University offices and departments into
line with those of the phone company.
Maxine Allen, coordinator of
telecommunications services at the
University, said that the flat rate paid
by administrative system users had
remained the same since 1969 when the

it

Stop
excusing
your
life
away.
Everyone has an
excuse for not seeing
their doctor about
colorectal cancer.
However, every year
52,000 men and
women die of colorectal
cancer in this country
alone. Two out of three
of these people might
be saved by early
detection and treatment. Two out of three.
So what is your
excuse? Today you
have a new, simple,
practical way of
providing your doctor
with a stool specimen
on which he can perform the guaiac test.
This can detect signs of
colorectal cancer in its
early stages before
symptoms appear.

Centrex system was installed, while toll
and service rates charged by GTE rose
substantially.
THE NEW PERCENTAGE rate
system was designed to bring rates
paid by administrative system users
back in line with those charged by the
phone company and to distribute
charges for special services, such as
the direct line to Columbus, more
equitably. Bedell said.
Under the new rate structure each
department is billed the same rate for
phone service that General Telephone
charges for that service plus a 35
percent charge to pay telecommunication services' operating ex-

penses. Toll calls are billed as charged
with no additional percentage.
Other changes considered as a result
of the study included replacing the
mechanical Centrex switching system
with a computerized system and
making a wide area of "WATS" service
available to administrative system
users, Bedell said.
Computerized switching systems
developed in the last 10 years, require
less area and air conditioning than the
Centrex system and would make more
service options available to system
users. However, according to Bedell,
the cost of buying or leasing such a
system and the rapid rate at which

phone system technology is developing
led to a decision to keep the Centrex
system for a least another five years.
BEDELL SAID the current system is
'technically obsolete" but still "fully
satisfactory." He said another study
probably will be undertaken "when the
technology settles down and we can
better evaluate the economic end of it."
The University also is considering the
addition of a small computerized device
to the Centrex system that would improve long distance service and accountability, but Bedell said that a
decision on that purchase will not be
made until after a presentation from
the Data point Corp. next month.

There's a New Letterman
on Campus"
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There's a new banking program available at Bowling Green State
University that's so easy - we've named it ABC. It requires no
regular class attendance and no final examinations. But don't look
in your curriculum guide to find it.
ABC is Mid Am Bank's 24-hour banking center. It enables students
and faculty to handle their banking transactions 24-hours a day, 7
days a week. Now there's a way for students and faculty to draw
cash, transfer funds and make payments without leaving campus.
ABC lets Mid Am customers do their banking when they want to do
it. It's a campus resident who never has a day off or cuts classes.
ABC is located on the South end on the first floor of the University
Union. Thisquick, convenient way of banking is this simple- (A)
insert your ABC card into the machine - (B) enter your personal
code number - (C) follow the simple instructions that appear on the
ABC display screen.
To find out how you can acquire your own ABC card - see your Mid
Am banker today. Discover why 24-hour banking with Mid Am is as
easy as A- B-C.
ABC is available at these locations:

Mid/4m
Bowling Green
Banking Center
Main Foyer
222 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Mid American
National Bank
& Ikust Co.

Bowling Green
State University
University Union Lobby
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403

MEMBER F.O.I.C.

More locations to be added in 1979 -1980.
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At Sound Associates we're making room for our new
Fall inventory. And we're doing it by giving you the
hottest prices
pric on all of our current inventory.

■
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SPEAKERS
Infinity 3000

-RECEIVERS-

Features 12" woofer and 3 way design to give you typical Infinrty clarity
And deep bass. A great chance to
save on a speaker line that's rarely
discounted.

Reg. $384.00 ea

« YAMAHA
Vinuh« CR220
1S walls per channel plus
Y.inI,Ih,i engineering make this
rm'ticf a Kfc.it buy .ii this
never seen before low price

Yamaha CR 620
Rated t ■ wans RMS pef channel
both (hannels driven into 8
ohms from 20 20.000 H/ with
no more lhan 0 OS* THD

Yamaha CR 820
SO watts of power' features in
elude dual tininR meters multi
pie phono selector, presenc e
control muting switch and
Yamaha s famous Optimum

*299(

$1699

$

'15900

Infinity Column I

294 95

standing design features two
lO' woofers 4 midrange. and two
pie/oelecinc supertweeters High
efficiency devgn woriis with yirtu
ally any amplifier Outstanding
Infinity sound'
FIOCH

Reg $385.00

$

89 00

We've found this unit to be
extremely versatile1 K) watts
music power S wans RMS per
channel Features locking fast
(onward rewind. AFT local/ dis
tant. and more1

$

Reg. $235.00
REG. 218.95

179 95
Cr) PIONEER

$

384 95

KP-3M. Supertuner lor cotMti* buHi
Home $i«r«o FM performance

SynergnbnS22
Highly efficient tug sounding
two-way bookshelf speaker
Another great buy If you have
little space and want big sound
check these out

Reg $485.00

Reg. $219.95

$

469 95 m $8495
629

95

t led ro v oke 1 Sb
low priced three-way bookshelf
speaker Ml woofer S mtdrange
and a spec lal 2 tor>e tweeter
work together to bring you
labulous sound

Reg $800 (XI

1

TURNTABLES

$

128 95

Kr* 350 Big time features Small time
price Under dath unit for FM St*r«o
and ca»s*tt«t

Model 301

$

104 95

Reg $164 95

Pioneer TP 727
Pioneer's deluxe under dash 8
track unit Features real bass
and treble controls, loudness.
fast forward and repeat

0 •"••ece

78 95

ftll=3l

Reg. $119.91

$

129 95
R«'K

$

194

$1TI(X)

95

The Punch.

pr.

Reg $242.00 pr

o YAMAHA
Yamaha YPOfc
Yamaha s finest aulo return table
Wow and fluner ,il an impressive
0 0IV*. in this direr t drive
Pni e in< ludes c artridge

OOooo

Reg. $130.00

Sanyo IP 616
A luggerl IH'M dnve lor the
budget minded Ooi nviM pop
ular under S II I > lurnl.il.li' Pm P
inrluil<-s i artndgf

Sanyo TP 1010
I eatures Sanyo s PM lusive '»■'
Phaselirtk<-d ICKIIIIH servo
motor drive system Pm e
mdudes ■ artndflp

139" gBJ

REG 199.95

lose 301
I lie labulous Rose $01 book
shell speaker I he only book
shell with the patented dire-1
reflii ting method (.ive
these.i listen

[SANYO

QQ606

$

TPW0
Super tuner for 8 track nuts
Home stereo FM performance
Phase lock loop (or stereo
separation

Rep. 5630 00

$

WM CASSETTt

I3j AMFM

/Hefrio2>ott*ts/,

We HH y«u buck
!<• *h.ii its .ill almiil Mil-.ii

Reg S1SUX1

Yamaha CR 2020
The only receiver you II eva
rWfld le.iliifes everything men
honed in the ( R 1020 and more*
120 WJttS !»'' < funnel makr*s
this the best buv of the year'

KD3550
This is our m dash FM cassette
that features FM push buttons'
Comes with auto stop, and
locking fast forward

Reg. $160.00

Reg $235.00

I lining System

Yamaha CR 1020
70 watts of power' It vou like
versatility tliisisit features
FM Wend low high filters turn,.«
meters twoheadphiirw |d<Es
and more1

CAR STEREO

$

199

Reg S8S9.00 pr.

95

lM*W1
Ihis is your chance lo pick up
a pair of the wo1 Id famous Bose
901Y the most innovative new
speaker since the original 901
was ml roduc ed in 1968!

wimNAKAMlCMI250
STAIC Of TH( ART' WithuuV
question the finest mobile sound
system available Nakamichi in
dudes Dolby and specs com
parable to S1S00 home units
The Fosgale PR250 delivers 100
watts with OS* THD The ADS
200tV They'll blow you right
away You must hear it to
believe if

$
840 00
734 95
HURRY! SALE ENDS SEPT. 29th

$

Reg. SHSOO

SOME ITEMS LIMITED
Guaranteed Price
Policy
If you purchase a component from Sound Associates and find that
same component selling for less from an authorized full service
dealer in Ohio we'll gladly refund you the difference.

Complete Service
Department
We are fully authorized to service every single line we sell Our
investment in thousands of dollars of the most recent and sophisticated
lest gear along with our qualified technicians, assures you of the
finest service this area has to offer both in and out of warranty.

248 SOUTH MAIN ST. — BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 352-3595
IMMAMMCMI

"ALSO SHOP OUR TWO OTHER GREAT LOCATIONS"
400 SOUTH MAIN ST.
520* MONROE ST.
FINDLAY. OHIO
TOLEDO, OHIO
424-1191
M5-3547
OPEN: Monday - Friday Noon to 9 pm — Saturday 10 am to 5:30 pm

